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Would Lessen Automoj
bile Accidents
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01 a safety light

J cals W lne

consolidated March 17. 1897

What Children
Say
_____

e' and three lights on the outside „f
-•
•* the car just over the door, these to
i be flush with the roof of the ear.
I sent my idea to Chrysler Corp.,
' and it has used one-half of the idea

white with a "25" in the center to
signify 25 miles an hour and under
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
with no lights showing; a green
We were living in Boston. I was sign with "35” in center with green
the only child, five years old. My light showing on dash and outside;
patents were entertaining a lady amber sign "50" with amber light
caller. She was complimenting me. inside and out. A red light would
My dad said: "Would you like 10 show the driver was exceeding all
have her? I'll sell her for $3."
safe speed limits.
ing. a giant Eskimo Igloo with
The lady, seeing the changed ex
If Frank A. Goodwin, registrar of
pression on my face, replied. "On, Maine, cut the death rate from 32 “snow" encrusted walls and “North
ern Lights" playing from its ceiling
I'd love to buy her, but I don't hap in 1937 to 23 in 1938 how many Is being built today by Carrier Cor
pen to have as much as $3 with me." lives could be saved If speed laws poration Syracuse, N. Y„ air con
Mother said I gave dad a heart- could be enforced? A letter from ditioning pioneers, as its exhibit at
the 1939 World's Fair in Flushing,
breaking look then went on playing ! the patent counsel for the Chrysler N. Y.
with my toys."
; Corp., says this idea was patented
The Igloo will be 70 feet high,
Seme time later another friend i tn i&ig and the rights have expired
equivalent to a flve-story building,
of
white stucco with a special crys
called on them.
Why not put lights on the outside
tal finish to simulate snow. Sur
I at once made myself scarce. Did 1 as weii as On the dash, so that the rounding the Eskimo house will be
not come into the living room while j ]aw can check the speed?
pools, which, at night will reflect
she was there. After she was gone
I would like suggestions for im floodlights playing on the Igloo.
The ceiling of the Igloo will be
mother found me and said. “Why provement or criticsm of such a
Illuminated to give the effect of the
didn't you come in and see Mrs plan.
Harvey C. Bubar
Aurora Borealis flashing on and off
Blank?" "Oh. mama," I replied, “I
Warren. Dec. 24.
over frozen wastes of the North.
Comfortable seats will be arranged
didn't dare to. I was afraid she might
have $3 with her." I don't think I when I say open them I shall expect in this part of the exhibit so vist
tors may rest and watch a trav
ever forgave my dad.
you to tell me all about it, what you elogue of air conditioning around
About that very time someone saw.” The class did as directed.
the world flashed on the massive
walls of tbe Igloo.
gave me a kitten that had fleas. It
“Now you may open them." she
Connected to tbe exhibit by a
interested me greatly to watch said after a few minutes.
glass-walled arcade will be an ob
mother ciean the kitten's fur and
As the little eyes flew open readily long building with a complete glass
get it free of the fleas Later w? the teachers' attention was attract- •
were shopping ln one of the big Bos ed to one pair which locked unusuaiton stores. Mother missed me. and ly brilliant, so thinking that the
on looking around saw me examining owner's description of what she saw
some fur coats very intently. A in her dream would be a good ex
clerk had also noticed me. and com- ample for the others she asked,
ing over to where I was busily en- J "What did little Mary see?"
gaged brushing the fur about on the , The little one glanced up and down
coats, he said. “Just what are you the class as if to be ture all eyes
looking for. little girl?"
were turned on her then in a sweet
"Fleas," I replied.
1 voice said. “I couldn't see anyflng
A Kents HUI schoolmate who was wlv my eyes shut."
a school teacher later, told me she
When in my fifth year, mother
was hearing a class, and said “Chil brought me from Boston to Maine to
dren, close your eyes and dream, and visit her people. We were out walk
ing and met one of mother's old
schoolmates. I was ahead of mother
so when the lady met me she stooped
i down and put her arms around me
saying "she was glad to see me for
the first time."
Your name and address printed
, I stcod there like a little dummy
on envelopes and paper or mono
ar.d would net say a word.
gram on sheets, address on en
Alter we had gone along, mother
velopes. Black, Blue, Green or
feeling quite ashamed of me said. Brown ink.
“Well, will you tell me why you
WATER STRIPED VELLUM
would not speak to that lady?"
White Deckle Edge
" ’Cause I had never been Intro
36 folded sheets 4%x7%
36 envelopes 4x5% square flap
duced to her," I replied.
$1.15 postpaid
Children's sayings always bring a
smile. Let’s hear seme others. True
OR
ones.
Mrs. John H. Andrews
60 flat sheets 7%xl0%
Rockport. Dec. 24.
50 envelopes 4x7 % square flap
I Mrs. Andrews idea Is an excellent
$1.40 postpaid
one. By all means let's have more
AUTOCRAT DECKLE EDGE
• -New "Airliner" Buses
of those childhood anecdotes.—Ed. I
White Vellum
1 Coast to Cent Connec
Square flap envelopes and folded
tions.

She Was Five

H'

Rite- Best
Printed Stationery

ELECTRICAL
SERVICE

I Warm—Ctinff.Hable—

Safe

From ROCKLAND

One Round
Way Ti ip
3run wick

3cslon

$1.15
3.25

“Agin” A Third Term

Presidents of Brazil, Uruguay and Argentina

Hail Uncle Sam’s “Good Neighbor” Fleet

i lican ticket in 1932 to support the
Roosevelt candidacy, charged that
the "thing that most imperils our
form of government, democracy,
has been the yielding of the pow
ers of Congress under the stress of
emergency.”

All through the World War everybody woniteed how in thunder they
pronounced the name of that Bel
gian village Yprcs. Our Expedition
ary Forces were pleased to call It
"Wipers." but Belgium is about to
solve the problem by changing the
name to leper—If one can call that
YOUR FAVORITE POEM a solution.

50 envelopes 4x5%
60 sheets 4%x7%
$1.35 postpaid

12.10

Presiden! R,
mo M. Ortiz,

A r ■ e n 11 n a ,
(right),and Am
bassador Long.

W. W. STRONG

5 85

I I’resident Alfredo Hshlomir of I'm-

18 GRACE ST.,
ROCKLAND
TEL. 19-W

jr,

Reservations-Information at
M ,C. R. R. Station. Tel. 92

Vinal Haven & Rockland

Steamboat Company
ROCKLAND

BLAKE B. ANNIS, D. C.
79 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME.
Complete CHIROPRACTIC
HEALTH SERVICE

(12 Years in Rockland)
By Appointment.

Found In The Woods

Doorbell!,, Convenience Outlets,
Lights and Small Appliances
Installed and serviced
Promptly

—Typical Low Fares—

Phone 11B-T

Your name and address printed
on sheets and envelopes only

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY

PATRICIAN
White Laid

Read Up
Read Down
P. M.
A. M.
5.30 Lv. Swan's Island, Ar. 6 00
Ar. 4 40
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 3.30
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 2.45
8.15 Lv. Vinal Haven,
Lv. 1.30
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
122-tf

Black, Blue, Brown, Green Ink
60 folded shrete 4%x7%
40 envelopes 4x5%

146Ttf

OR
60 flat sheets 6*4x10%
40 envelopes 4x6%
$1.15 postpaid

GRAYTONE TWEED
Vellum

BASKETBALL

60 folded sheets 4%x7%
40 envelopes 4x5%

ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL (Boys »nd Girls)

OR

VS.

60 flat sheets 6%xl0%
40 envelopes 4x6%
$1.15 postpaid

R. H. S. ALUMNI (Boys and Girls)

ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING
THURSDAY, DEC. 29
7.30 P. M.

ADMISSION 25c AND 35c
155-156

The
Courier-Gazette
ROCKLAND, ME.

“The Black Cat”

A Warren Suicide

sheets

) Railroad Responsibility

r

Santa Claus—aerial
hustled through part of his job of j to Cape Ann. then turned southward
Engineer feats performed by J. F |
"bombing" lonely lighthouses with as far as Scituate. To facilitate
Christmas packages Sunday and was Snow's sharpshooting as> the plane ; MacWilliams. a former Rockland
back in time for his holiday dinner. zoomed low over the lighthouses, th«* boy, now located in Pennsylvania j
Because his aerial sled hid , uom door cf the small cabin plane was are demonstrated in a series of
for only 17 bundles. “Santa" (Ed- I taken off before the flight started, photographs lately received by The
ward Rowe Sncw of Winthrop), and
Santa s pitching arm was in great Courier-Gazette.
One is represented by an 18-ton
hia pilot, Haynes Wheeler, were all shape, and only one error was
obsolete
locomotive which Mr Mac- j
out of ammunition In about two ' chalked up against him when t
hours after their 10 o'clock take-off. bundle missed the rocks at Minot s Williams redesigned and rebuilt
Reversing the style of the North ' Light and plummeted into the sea. i with ball and roller bearings,
By The Roving Reporter
______; special journals for better balance; I
' special bumpers for making short I
curves; automatic control; the first
Possibly the most unique Christ
| eight-wheel balanced brakes inmas card received at this office
Is Granted By W.P.A. To Frank E. Thomas, Warren stalled on a mine locomotive
came from J. J. Todd of the Julius
..... ... ,
it* j vo
Another photograph shows a typiMlll Worker, Used 12- caj substation three miles off the Mathews' staff in New York. The
Builders of the Deer Isle
message was given in English and
highway in the woods. It contains
Gauge Gun
Bridge
also In the Braille system for the
two 200 K. W. motor generators, one
Despatching his housekeeper on a 100 H P. fan motor and two 200 blind.
In response to a request from the
Phoenix Bridge Co. for extension of neighborhood errand Sunday morn- H P. motor driven compresso*.?.
Old barbers! More of them have
time for construction of the Bridge j ing. Frank E. Thomas of Warren Eight substations are entirely auto
come to light, thanks to Harry A.
super-structure, the PWA has 1 rigged a 12-gauge gun and shot him matic and two semi-automatic arc
Mather's good memory. He recalls
granted an extension to June 17, self through the heart. So quickly i hand operated.
the Paladinos—Joseph and Salva
!
had
the
tragedy
been
arranged
that
I
1939, it was announced by Secretary
These are but two of the achieve
tore—and Frank P. Libby.
R. C. Small of the bridge district. the housekeeper heard the report 1 ments for which the Rockland boy
and
returned
immediately,
but
dea*h
received
high
praise
The original date set was April
Regard wrlsters, mentioned in a
front and glass sides. Total floor 15. after which the Company was had been instantaneous.
previous Black Cat item: Mailmen
space ot the two buildings will be
The
shooting
was
investigated
by
I
10,000 square feet. Two giant 80- | subject to a penalty of $100 per day.
use them, on tlie principle that If
Taking advantage of the calm day Medical Exammer H J. Weisman ;
foot thermometers outside the Igloo
their wrists are warm, they are
will show the temperatures on the Sunday the Phoenix Bridge Co. su and Deputy Sheriff Robert A Web
warm
all over, as the artery is near
World’s Fair grounds and inside
ster,
A
verdict
of
suicide
was
Albert Herbert, 56, Suc
per -structure contractors of the
the cool Igloo.
the surface at that point of the
rendered.
Deer
Isle-Sedgwick
Bridge,
placed
The purpose ot the exhibit is to
cumbed While Evidently anatomy. By the same token, cold
The deceased was a native of War
take the visitors behind the scenes the first sets of girders of the sus
water applied to the wrists In sum
Bound For Camp
of air conditioning and bring them pension span floor—the center ren, son ot Edward and Elizabeth
down through the 37 years of suc
mer has a generally cooling effect.
Keller Thomas and had long been
cessive developments since 1902 I span. This will be a section 540 feet
Lying face downward and nearly<
employed
as
a
weaver
in
the
Georges
when Dr. Willis H. Carrier made ; long, one-half of the center span,
A bit ironical was the accident
concealed by snow which had last
the world's first air conditioning j The steel now being erected con- ; River Mills. He is survived by one I
fallen on Friday night, the body of which recently befell Carl O. Peter
installation in a Brooklyn lithog | sists of the stiffening girders and son, Earl, who resides in Camden.
raphy plant.
I Services will be held at 2 o'clock Albert Herbert, 56. of West Rock son of Freeport, L. I. when he
A giant revolving globe will show : the floor beams between. Each gird
port was found yesterday near the dropped a 50-pound cake of ice and
graphically how air conditioning is er is 56 feet long. 6 feet 6 inches this afternoon at the Sawyer Funeral
being used throughout the world i deep and 13 Inches wide..
Home in Thomaston Interment in wood lot under Mt. Pleasant where it crushed four of his toes. The
he had been employed by Leeman irony Ls found in the fact that Pet
from 1,000 feet up In an offlee to
1
The contractors are also erect the Pleasantville cemetery.
8500 feet below ground in a mins
Oxton.
erson has sailed the Arctic and An
and from a tobacco factory near
ing the balance of the approach
His tools had been packed awav tarctic Seas, always in danger from
the Arctic Circle to a telephone ex floor and rails on the Deer Isle side,
ano he was evidently bound for his ice jams.
change on the Equator in Sumatra.
In order to practice what it from the abutment to the anchorcamp when stricken with heart di
preaches. Carrier will air condition ' age and first cable bent. The roadMore than 37.500.000.000 eggs and
sease. Deputy Sheriff Robert A.
the exhibit with one of the largest | way approach has been filled in on Senator Johnson Also Go Webster and Medical Examiner H. | approximately 584 000.000 chickens
type systems ever used for public ' the Deer Isle side, so that one can
ing To Fight To Regain J Wei man investigated
"Death were produced on farms in the
exhibitions, the inner workings ot
walk across to the abutment even ai
which will be encased in glass.
by natural causes" was Dr Weis- United States in 1937—about 280
Powers For Congress
high tide. On the Sedgwick side
man's official report.
eggs and four chickens for every
Senator Hiram Johnson, veteran
Employes of the Modern Sports the filling to the abutment is about
Herbert was last seen in the vil- person in the nation. I suspect that
California Progressive Republican lage Thursday night.
wear Co.. 75 in number will remem- 50 percent complete
Eugene poultry-men in Knox and Lincoln
It ls understood that the sub- Thursday declared against a third Bracey, his brother-in-law, went to counties had a little more than
ber the Christmas season gratefully
because of the Christmas tree and contract for the building of the term for President Roosevelt and the camp yesterday for the purpose their share. Maybe County Agent
the practical fruit It bore. The af concrete floor of the bridge has been announced he will lead a Congress- ( of inviting him to spend Christmas Wentworth knows.
fair was topped off with refresh let to the Reliance Co of Rankin, sional fight during the next session ' wnh the Bracey's and not finding
It pays to be a columnist—a good
ments furnished by Mr. and Mrs Pa., which will start their work in to wrest control of federal purse him caused a search to be made,
March—Deer Isle Messenger.
strings from the Chief Executive by - The deceased is survived by a oup. The late O O. McIntire left
David Goldberg.
, (laughter. Mrs. Florence Steeves of an estate of $72,456 The Black Cat
j Bangor and three sisters. Mrs. Eu must be content, with its saucer of
gene Bracey, Mrs Harvey Winslow milk and kind words.
of Bristol and Mrs. Ruth Carswell
Richard Hallett, tlie author who
of Edgecomb
recently addressed the Rockland
Lions Club, announces that after a
earmarking all appropriations.
quest of 25 years he has finally
Johnson, who returned to the
located the famous plaster cast of
Route at
the
1 capital for the opening Jan. 3 of
the good right arm of John L. Sul
fortnight!, Insj the 76tli Congress, said he would
■ry liorn ol the
livan. Ihe Boston Strong Boy. It
[
vote
for
any
resolution
placing
the
“C 0 a d Neigh
is Mr Hallet's idea to have the arm
bor" Orel.
j Senate on record against a third
hung in the State House at Boston
■ term of Mr. Roosevelt and described
beside the Sacred Cod. He now
, himself as "determined" to take
wanu to get his hands on the origi
j back "those powers which belonged
nal picture of "Venus Being Rolled
to Congress and have been given to
Up Out of the Foam, which John
the Executive.”
L. once had hung at one end of his
His remarks came shortly after
bar on Washington street. Boston..
House Speaker William B BankIt was this picture that caused Sul
head. D.. Ala., predicted that the
livan to remark that Venus was the
administration would press the de
only good thing that ever came from
feated government reorganization
water. And speaking of "John L."
. bill and demands for increases in
I wonder how many others remem
present war aviation strength as
ber seeing the famous ex-champ
j primary issues before the leglslawhen he appeared at Farwell Opera
I tors.
| Johnson, who bolted the Repub- House in an exhibition bout?

Time Extension

Mt s. Andrews Cites Inter- b? Puttins
n8hts on the dash
.
, . ,
only. But my complete purpose is
Mullg
Incident*
When 1 to have three signs of three colors-

A Rockland Boy

Engineering
Feats
Per
formed In Pennsylvania
edition — , Pole Santa, they first headed North
By J. F. MacWilliams

To Rise At 1939 World’s Fair

Subscriptions $3 00 per year payable :
-------in advai.ce; single copies three cents. I Editor of Tlie Courier ctoretieAdvertising rates based upon clrcula-! ta‘,0‘ 01 Ine oourier-Uazette.—
tion and very reasonable.
i Abo'ut a year ago I wrote several
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Th* Rockland Oazette was estab- articles for The Courier-Gazette
llahed ln 1848 In 1874 the Courier was
_ . .
. . ,
, .
estsb'ished and consolidated with the about an idea which would enable
oftaeite In 1882 The Free Press was .. ,
______
estaotunea in 1855 anti in 1891 changed , ^e law to regulate the speed of all
Its name to the Tribune. These papers |
.
,
.
.

Volume 93.................. Number 155.

THREE CENTS A COPY

THE SANTA OF THE SKIES

“Snow” Covered Eskimo Igloo

Tuesday
Issue

(Irfl) and

Ambassador Long.

'TUIE peace and good will existing
* between the peoples of the de
mocracies of North America and
South America were remarkably
symbolized in the enthusiastic re
ceptions recently accorded the
SS Brazil on its voyage to inaugu
rate Uncle Sam's new luxury liner
service between New York and Rio
de Janeiro, Santos, Montevideo and
Buenos Aires.
In each of these ports flags and
bunting decked the streets, bands
played, friendly hordes of Brazil
ians, Uruguayans and Argentinians
streamed to the piers to welcome
the ship and visit It.
The presidents of each of the re
publics, attended by high-ranking
ministers of state, went on board
the Brazil to greet officially the
Good Will Mission which the United
States Government sent on the in
augural voyage to carry the greet
ings of its 130,600,000 cltizeus to the
61,500,000 neighbors residing in the
three East Coast democracies.
(Brazil, pop, 46,000,000; Uruguay,
2,500,000; Argentina. 13,600,000.)
The mission was headed by Breck
inridge Long, former Ambassador to
Italy, named Ambassador Extraor
dinary nn Special Mission for the

| Thr entwined flag, ot I'rugnay and thr Cnited Slates.

voyage; Rear Admiral Emory 8.
Land, chairman of the United
States Maritime Commission, which
sponsored the "Good Neighbor
Fleet” as a major step in the re
habilitation of the American Mer
chant Marine.
Rear Admiral Henry A. Wiley,
member of the commission; Rep.
Schuyler Otis Bland of Virginia,
chairman of the Houso Committee
on Merchant Marine and Fisheries,
and William C. Burdett, U. S. Consul
General at Rio.
The enthusiasm with which the
Brazil was received in South Amer
ica exceeded anything that had been
expected, Admiral Land reported
upon big return.
"Both In officialcircles and in the
press tbe Inauguration ot this new
service has been bailed as some
thing long desired and finally real
ized," the Admiral said.
“With conflict to the East aud
West, we can look to the South and
find neighbora at peace with whom
we share the desire to promote the
interests of democracy, that these
two great continents may make ever
more secure their friendship and
their future."
Travel betweeu the Americas Is
“just, beginning," Admiral Land pre
dicted. with tbe Brazil's sister ships,

SS Uruguay and SS Argentina, fol
lowing it in regular fortnightly sail
ings for the 38-da.v round-trip cruise
with constantly increasing passen
ger lists.
"The mutual beneflls which I am
sure will accrue to both North and
South America are invaluable," Ad
miral Land concluded.
"There is much for the people of
each continent to discover. And the
greater the travel and commerce
between us, the better our under
standing of each other.
“Thus the better neighbors we
become, and the firmer the founda
tions of our friendship."
From his personal experience on
tho voyage, Admiral Land praised
the Brazil as having "every facility
possible to insure the comfort and
safety of passengers.”
' The Brazil, like Its sister ships,
is 600 feel long, displacing 32,000
tons. All rooms are outside, dining
rooms are air-conditioned; passen
gers disport in an open-air tiled
swimming pool and on the broad
decks.
"I have never enjoyed a voyage
more than 1 did our trip to Buenos
Aires aud return on the SS Brazil
which inaugurated the ‘Good Neigh
bor Fleet’ service," Admiral Land
reported,
<

If I had my life to live again I
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week The loss of these
tastes Is a loss of happiness —Charles
Darwin.

WHATEVER THE WEATHER MAY BE
Wha’ever the weather may tie," says;

he—

Deaths from all forms of tubercu
losis in tlie United States have de
creased 73 percent since 1900. ac
cording to U. S. Census Bureau re
ports.

In my youthful days we used to

"Wha'ever the weather may be.
It's plaze. tf ye will, an' I'll say me have spirited arguments over this
say—
I question. If a cannon is fired at sea
Supposin' today was the wlnterest day
Wud the weather be changing herau-c or in an open desert where nobody
Or the snow be grass were ve crucified'’
The best Is to make yer own summer,”
says he—
"Whatever the weather may be."
wh.Yeve'JVhe weather may be*

PX,f’s w°uld there be any sound?

Before answering this problem it
' might be well to see how the dicitionary defines the word "sound."

“Whatever the weather may be,” says

—C—

Bv pushing a button at one of
The songs ye sing, an the smiles ye the many amazing exhibits in the
wear.
That’s a-makln* the sun .................
shine every- Hall of Science at the 1939 Califor5hpre*
nia World’s Fair, a spectator will
An’ the world of gloom Is a world of ,
,
glee.
be able to see the "birth * of a
....
**e~
w
Whatever the weather mav be

i

W'd In 0.7* tree***
”Ud Plant and thc s<,crets °f Plant Pro‘
An' the fruit on the stlm o' thc bough, pagatlon.
says he,
"Whatever thc weather may be." say.-—C

he—

'

"Whatever thc weather mwy be!"
i
I "Whatever thc weather may be." says
he—
'
"Whatever the weather may be.
Ye can bring the spring, wld its green
AC the grass in the grove where the
snow lies cold;
an' ye'll warm yer back, wld a snul]
ing face.

One vear ago: Fiances Collette

, ,, ... .
was badlV inJurcd ln an

.

...

accident in Kennebunkport, and
...
~ . . . . .
was taken to a Biddeford hospital.—•
CaP‘ L A Croclret>

conduct-

ing a class in navigation at the Me
» ,
, ,
... .
Lam building.—Mrs. Minnie G
As y*firepi 'ceyer hB*rt' lllte an owld Miles was elected president of
An toast the toca o' yer soul, says Townsend Club No. 2—Fred O.
he.
Whatever the weather may be." says1 Howard died In Thomaston, aged 50.
• What."yer the weather may be! "
-James Whitcomb Rilcv

I Mr'" Charles F UwlS' 57' dl«d *
Bangor

I
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Evcry-Other Day

U. S. LOOKS TO PUERTO RICO

THRM-T1MFS-A-WEF.K

Easter Island
Out In the Southeastern
Pacific Lies a Baffling

Mystery Zone
Easter Island, lonely mystery isle
of the southeastern Pacific, has be
come still more of a riddle since 1
radio flashes recently revealed that
indications cf oil have been found ,

Chilean Vessel Makes Annual Call

Rorcoe B all of Camden and a
brother, William H. of North Haven
Edgar Parker Cooper of Quincy,
Funeral services were helfl at the
i Mass., died Dec. 18 at his summer home at Matinicu’. conducted by
home at Matinicus Island, after two Rev. Bowsfleld of the Sea Coast
Missionary.
The remains were
! years of ill health.
brought to- Rockland to Odd Follows
He was the son of Christiana and
hall, he having been an ardent Odd
Sanford Cooper, born at Stockton Fellow. Ritualistic services were
Springs June 5, 1879. afterwards held with the following poem. The
his family moved to North Haven1 flowers were beautiful. Interment,
where he always followed the sea. { was in tfie family lot in Acorn
cemetery.
At the age of 18 he sailed a yacht1
TIIE LAST VOYAGE
tor J. Murray. Forbes of Milton. '
Some time at eve when the tide ls low.
Mass., and was in his employ sev- j r shall slip my moorings and sail awav
eral years, then moving to Matini-! With no response to the friendly hail

Among those home for the holi
days are Mary Bartlett. Annie Bart
lett, Elsa. Bartlett. Thurlow Pitts,
Maurice Crockett. Grace Gross. Ar
lene Eaton. Betty Barter. Mary Beinardi. Leno Bernardi, Charlotte
Greenlaw. Byron Eaton. Irene Whit
man and Paul Billings.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Rice have
returned fdom Gouldsboro.
Robert Slater. Frank McQuarri?,
and Peter Vangelli were recent visi
tors in Bangor.
Harry Joyce and Clifford Joyce
Of kindred craft In the busy bay.
are building a garage for Percy
fn the silent hush of the twilight pale
, cus Island, where he was engaged 1 When
the night stoops down to em
Joyce.
brace the day
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Parkhurst in the lobster industry. In 1915 he ' And the voice- call In the waters' flowtime at eve. when the tide is
and Joyce Parkhurst of Unity arc moved to Kocitiand and for eight ; Seme low.
passing the holidays with Mr and {years was Captain of the Queen i I shall slip my moorings and sail away
Mab. owned by R C. Robbins of ’ Through purple shadows that darkly
Mrs. Emaron Eaton.
trail
In 1924 he
Mr. and Mrs Roy D«yiielson of Northeast Harbor.
O'er the ebbing life to the unknown
sea.
Rockland ate visiting Mr and Mr- [bought a home in Quincy. Mass.1
und had command of the yacht I shallsailfare me away with the dip of
Marino Scarci.
[
And a ripple of waters to tell the tale
Mrs. Bertha Howell of Portland is Mariette owned by Jacob F. Brown I Of
a lonely voyager sailing awav
of
Boston,
who
held
him
in
high
[
To Mystic Isle- where at anchor lay
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
The
eraft of those who have sailed
I esteem. They were the very closest ’
Howell.
before
1
of
friends.
He
was
in
his
employ
,
O
cr
the
Unknown Sea to the Unknown
Mrs Walter Pierce and Mrs. How
Shore
ard Pierce were recent visitors at until the fall of 1936. when he re- i
signed on account of failing health. A few who have watched me sail away
the home of Mr.s. Anthony Bye.
Will miss my eraft In the busy bay;
Sine? that time he had spent all i Some loving barks that were anchored
the time he could at hls home on ' Si me near
loving souls that my heart held
dear
the Island, the place he loved so
In silent sorrow will drop a tear.
well.
| Bu; I shall have peacefully furled my
sail
He is survived by his wife Nellie In moorings
shelteied from storm and
gale.
Augusta Ames, and a daughter
And greeted the friends who have sailed
Dorothy A. of Quincy, his mother
before
Unknown Sea to the Unknown
and father who ar? 87 and 89 a i C'tr the
Shore.
*. *
Si ■ •••
.-ister Mrs. Murray Stone, a brother. |
— Lizzie Clark Hardy

Be ye therefore perfect, even as
your Father which is in Heaven is
perfect. Matt. 5: 48

there.
"Many colossal monolithic sta
tues on the Island like giant gods
4f> feet high, have long puzzled
archaeologists,-' says a bulletin
from the Washington O C . head
quarters of the National Geogra
phic Society. "How they were fash
ioned, why. and by what means j
they were transported to their various stations all over the i.-land. (
have never been satisfactorily ex- ■
plained.

EDGAR PARKER COOPER

STONINGTON

The Courier-Gazette

Maine Central Buses offer the following
reasons why experieneed travelers always
lide the Maine Central way—
• Lowest Fares • You are protected all
the way by Railroad Responsibility.
• sew -Airliner" Buses. •Only Maine
on n at the Wheel. • Coast to Coast eonnee Uons.
For Ueservations-lnformation rail or write
Maine Central R. R. Station, Tel. 92.
Corner l>ruit Store. Narraransett Hotel,
Chisholm Bros., Hotel RoritlSnd or
Thorndike Hotel.

UERTO RICO, largest island In seaboard, of the Panama Canal, and
the Caribbean flying the United . of South America, as part of the
States flag, suddenly has come Into Continental Solidarity program. The
new prominence as a result of new | State Department has suggested the
national defense plans and the Good j use of the University of Puerto Rico
Neighbor policy. The Navy depart- to improve cultural relationships
nent has approved plans for estab-' between the United States and
shing a $4,000,000 air base there j the Good Neighbors in Central and
ior the protection of our Atlantic | South America.

P

SELLuofA

Volcanic Blast In Auto Engine
Enough to Heat 6 Room House

"For the last century Easter
Mand'.s commercial history has
been woven in wool. Sheep-raising
is the largest industry. If it were CCIENCE, peering inside the Winnot for sheep, Chile probably would ‘“J ter driver’s engine, has written
r.ot send a ship once a year to her a new formula for the protection
cnly distant posses, ion in the of the car owner.
southern Pacific. As it is. the island
It is a formula which recognizes
txports only a few hundred pounds engine heat, not Winters ice and
ol wool shearings annually. But if snow, as the factor the car owner
huge oil tanks rub elbows with
towering, graven images, this world
outpost will see significant changes.
“A thou and miles east of th?
nearest islet of Polynesia, and
2300 miles west ol the Chilean
toast. Easter Island is a parcel of
pasture land, broken with a scat
tering of low-lying and extinct vol
canoes Its triangular shape covers
modern high compression engines
an area a few square miles smaller
High temperatures are also neces
than the District of Columbia. Trees
sary to operate a car heater. A
are so few that native boat-, were
thermostat that opens only when
put together like jigsaw puzzles must watch closest during the cold- the heat ln the engine reaches 16o
with driftwood found on the shores weather months.
degrees enables the average cat
First timber houses owed their ex
For instance, the car owner can heater to operate satisfactorily.
Despite all safeguards, this mini
istence to a cargo of lumber, sal have little notion of the amount of
vaged when a freighter shattered heat which his motor develops at mum temperature gets out of con
high speed and under full load. This trol at one point of the motor’s
itself on a nearby reef.
operation. This Is when the driver
“The inhabitants of Easter Island, heat is sufficient, the experts find, slows up or stops. Due to the heal
to warm a slxroom house to 70
like their tremendous statues arc degrees on a Winter day when the built up ln the engine, aDd the re
curious and somewhat veiled with thermometer is at zero. x
tardlng or stopping of the tan anc
mystery. It Ls still a question how
Excess heat is so much the In water pump, the temperature will
their ancestors reached the lonely jurious Winter factor that practical rise 20 degrees, or higher, to JSC
ly all cases of freeze-up are trace degrees or more. With an anti
isle.
"Formerly thc islanders selected able to It. The answer ls that motor freeze such as a 50 per cent solu
tion of alcohol, which has a boiling
a chief each year by means of com temperatures get so high that they point of 180 degrees, boiling im
cause unseen boiling ln the engine.
petition. A number ol repr enta- This unseen boiling occurs around mediately starts at the hottest
tives from th” Ao or ruling c an “hot spots" which are to be found points in the engine.
were the annual Candida;
Bu: in every motor. The boiling gener
The one perfect safeguard for the
usually the candidates picked ates steam, and this steam, seeking Winter driver, the engineers agree
younger men to terve them in the to escape, pushes the anti-freeze and the only one necessary. Is the
competition, which wa an egg- solution out of the overflow pipe. use of high boiling point permanent
antl-freeze. With a 50 per cent solu
hunt on a tiny isle just off Easter. At the same time, excess heat ln
the engine will evaporate any anti tion of this type of anti freeze, the
At the beginning of thc laying sea freeze solution containing alcohol, boiling point cannot be reached
son of the sooty tern, sacred bird robbing it of its protective proper short of 226 degrees. The car owner
of the islanders, the chosen youths ties.
ls thus fully protected because he
swam out to the hunting ground.
So long as a car which has lost has a super-safety margin of more
Here they remained until cne of much of its anti-freeze solution than 45 degrees over that provided
continues to be driven. It obviously by alcohol solutions ot the same
them found the first egg.
cannot
freeze. It can, however, and concentration.
"When the victor returned to pre
Providing the owner has had the
will, overheat very rapidly. This
sent the egg and hear his master overheating may crack the cylinder car’s cooling system thoroughly
proclaimed king, there was a re head and block. It can also gum cleaned and checked, and all con
newed enthusia.-m for the feasting and score pistons, burn and gum nections tightened, before putting
in the permanent anti freeze, he
which had been going on since the valves, and scuff cylinder walls.
When ‘‘boil-away’’ antl-freeze Is should be able to drive throughout
contest began. Every young con
testant gorged himself for he had used, the Winter driver’s prob the Winter, the experts conclude,
! and get as good motor performance
had little to eat during his stay of lem Is further complicated, en
gineers point out, because high as he does during the Summer
perhaps several days o: •, en a week temperatures are a necessity ln the | months.
on the rocky islet. Chief for a
year, the winner exhibited the egg
of fortune outiide hi. hou e with
much ceremony and circumstance.
Birth-control via Death-control
"Owing to limited resources.
AND
TAKE HOME a bottle
Easter Island has been r. c >sarily
THAT IS
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS
population-conscious Prior to 1862
y*
when Peruvian pirates kidnaped
1000 islanders to slave on th guano
isles of Peru, the total number cf
inhabitants remained almost con
stant year after year. Each time
a child was born, onc of thc aged
grandparents was stoned to death
Or if the new-born babe seemed ill
cr deformed, the parents had to I
cast it into the sea. and the Old '
grandfather or grandrrothei livid
on a little longer. As a result of
the mass-kidnaping, and develop
ment of diseases with the coming of
civilization, there are scarcely more i
than 250 natives on the island today
"Because Dutch Admiral Rogge- j
veen discovered tl: i land on Ea te’ '
Sunday. 1722 lie callc I it, Easter
Island. Tlie native linin'- is ’I ■ Pito
Te Henna, meaning navel oi the
earth."
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These chocolates are exactly
the same fine quality which for

merly sold nationally for $1.50
and $2.00 the pound. Thej' are
packed for us under our own

name in neat, but inexpensive
boxes. We are able to offer them to you at half their former price

and resolve, as always, to
give you

Do not confuse these with ordinary “price" chocolates. They are

the most remarkable value ever offered to candy lovers. The

DEPENDABLE FOODS

line is complete. You are sure to find the kind you like best.

Come in and try a box soon.
ar ...

at RIGHT PRICES
Ml' ... r..v.

Standard Assortment dark chocolate*

Trio Asso: tment (dar'tt chocolate*. milk

Standard Assortment. milk chucofirtet

chocolates -nd dainty little chocolates)

Hard and Chewy Assortment
Creams and Soft Centers assorted

S P ft f I AI I Iks

Bitter Sweet Thm Mints

' 5 and 1C: boats (al! one kind in a boat

'i M imi r«i

DECEMBER 27 - 31

12 differ- t flavors)
Cream Caramels, 39i a Ibs

Peanut Brittle, 25f box

Black Seal Assortment (150 dainty

Mellow Mints, 10c and 29f Mie

little chocolates to each pound! Most

1

unusual box of chocolates tn the world)

and rrasy other popular items

•- Black Seal chocolates Wf.

NATION-WIDE—PURE

.

VANILLA

BLAISDELL PHARMACY
MAIN ST. AT PARK ST.,

5 OZ

■

19c

WHITE HOUSE

BELL’S POULTRY

SEASONING

ROCKLAND. ME.

■

20c

CRISCO

COFFEE

9t

PKG

3 LB
CAN

55c

ECONOMY
PKG

23c

THREE CROW

$45

SAVE

SPICES

ON THIS 1938

Assorted

-

3

I'/i OZ
TINS

25c

■

■

PKG

17c

QUAKER OATS

NATION-WIDE

CURRANTS

FRIGIDAIRE ELECTRIC RANGE

QUICK or SLOW

kGa 19c

OQ C/X

MODEL L40

3

Regular Price $ I 74.50. Now

SCHUMACHERS

Only Seven Available At This Price

XXX GRAHAM FLOUR...........................

5 LB BAG

25«

WORCESTER

VkJ 1 IL 9

1 H LB
PKGS

2

FRE-FLO SALT...............................................
SPLENDID MINCEMEAT...........................
Sunshine
EXTRA SPECIAL

SPAGHETTI

BAKED BEANS 2

1 5C

Make good things teste better

SHRIMP

Fancy

ft

X

WHEAT CEREAL

10c

TALL
CANS

25c

PKG

19c

LGE
PKGS

19«

2 LB
PKG

19c

NATION-WIDE

A

w 9«

KRISPY CRACKERS

TALL
CAN

NATION-WIDE

With package ol Edgemont Cheei-lti FREE
(!!c Value)

NATION-WIDE
p.tted

.

NATION-WIDE

CRISP-GOLDEN BROWN

hATCC
DATES

27c

NATION-WIDE—Prepared

POTATO CHIPS
PKG

LGE CAN

Q
yc

pkgs

CORN FLAKES 2
NATION-WIDE

ft P,
zSc

COCOA

.

.

.

2 CANS 27c

COLLEGE INN

TOMATO JUICE COCKTAIL

USED CARS

CON-I-SUR CORNED BEEF

Exclusive "Snug-Fit” Feature

BOUGHT

Narrow at the heel... roomy through

AND SOLD
122Ttf

•8”

the hall... with “snug-fit” construc
tion to give a firm, gripping support

most styles

to the arch, and perfect fit at the ankle.

CHECK THESE FEATURES

ENSIGN PRUNES

•
•
•

JACK AND JILL

C

C

DOUBLE UNIT OVEN
WARMING COMPARTMENT
TIIEKM1ZEK COOKER
TIME SIGNAL
"SPEED HEAT" UNITS—
1-3 LESS CURRENT

CAT FOOD

310 MAIN ST.,

.

.

FRIGIDAIRE ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES
65 PARK ST. ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 26-W
137*lt

ROCKI.AND, ME.

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders

DOG FOOD
11

23<

.

2 &8f 35c

.

2

PKGS

29C

HOLSUM

2 cans'!

5c

PEANUT CRUNCH Jalrb23«
SPLENDID

ON GUARD

PARKER E. WORREY

BLACKINGTON’S

.

LGE JAR

4 cans19c

NATION-WIDE

RICE

EXTRA FANCY

SERVICE

2

PKGS

15<

GROCERS

Every-Other-Day

WALDO THEATRE
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL WALDOBORO 100
Matinees Saturday and Sunday
and Holidays at 2.30. Additional
matinees when specified in pro
gram. Single evening shows
every evening at 8.00.

'“•DECEMBER;’38
SUN MON TUES WED THU FRI SAT

TUES.-WED., DEC'. 27-28

1 2 3
4 5 6 7 8i 9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28|29 30 31

“MEN WITH WINGS”
with
KAY MILLAND
FRED MacMURRAY
LOUISE CAMPBELL
ANDY DEVINE
(AU in Technicolor)
TIIURS.-FRI., DEC. 29-30
BETTE DAVIS, ERROL FLYNN
in

TALK OF THE TOWN

“THE SISTERS”
with

JANE BRYAN, IAN HUNTER,
"COMING EVENTS CAST THEIR
DICK I’ORAN
SHADOWS BEFORE"
Jan. J—City schools open for winter
term.
Jan. 6 —Waldoboro— Parent-Teacher
Ass'n meets at High School auditorium.
The Kiwanis Club observes its an
Jan 9—Northport—Play "Little Miss
Hitchhiker" bf Orange Dramatics Club. nual ladies' night tomorrow night
Jan 10 (2 p. m.)—Dramatic reading
hy Mrs Maude Andrews Lincoln at at the Owl’s Head town hall. Sup
Universalist vestry.
Jan. 26-27 — Mid-winter meeting of per will be served at 6.30.
Maine Federation of Women's Clubs Lt
Augusta.

Campbell May Enter
Sanford Man, Independent
In Politics, Urged To Run
For Senator
The mast important political de
velopment of the week is that Col.
William N. Campbell of Sanford
may become a candidate for the
Republican nomination for U. S.
senator to fill the vacancy that wl'.l
be created by the retirement of
Senator Frederick Hale at the ter
mination of his present term.
For several weeks there has been
a strong movement on the part of
Republicans in both the eastern
and western sections of the State
to induce another than those in
the field to become a candidate for
this nomination. Senator Hale has
been asked to reconsider hls de
cision not to run again and former
Governor Baxter has had many
visit him to ask him to step into
the breach. Neither has been in
terested. Another who has been
sought out in this connection has
been Col. Campbell, one of the lead
ing business men of the State and
one who has been interested in
governmental affairs, both State
and National, although never hav
ing sought office.
Those who have urged the San
ford man to enter the field have,
for the most part been business
men who feel tliat it would be for
the interests of the State to be rep
resented by a business man at the
National Capitol.
Col. Campbell has not said that
he will go out for the senatorial
nomination, but he does go so far
as to admit that he is taking the
matter under consideration—Fred
K. Owen ln the Sunday Telegram

The Baptist Church Christmas
carolers
brought much happiness to
The Rockland City Band will have
the
many
houses visited and were
a rehearsal tonight.
especially enjoyed by Mrs. Lottie E.
Slippery goin? Tlie city needs Lawry at the Copper Kettle.
more sand. Sand in time saves nine
Whether tlie “birds’ nests" on the
(or morel falls.
street light poles appeal to tlie aes
How many times did you hear thetic tastes is not the question.
"Silent Night?" and how many Think of the comfort they are giv
more times would you like to have ing to the birds themselves.
Heard it?
Tlie gulls in Lermond's Cove had
Ex-service men and their fami no special Christmas services as
lies, who find themselves in needy lar as could be observed. They oc
circumstances were remembered on cupied rush seats on the newly
Christmas Day with generously formed ice, departing from them
long enough to partake of some
laden baskets of food.
Ray McFarland of Cornish has
morsel which appealed to their un
joined the commercial department
Way across tlie continent from discriminating taste. And headed
of the Central Maine Power Com
Portland. Oregon, came Christmas in one direction they made far less
pany.
greetings to Tlie Courier-Gazette noiselhan one might expect to hear
staff from Ed Cox and his friend at a beano party.
Tonight at Community bowling
‘Si." who spent the summer with
alleys, matches scheduled arc
Mr. Leonard of the City Farm ex
him here.
Glendenning's vs. Post Office and
presses his sincere thanks forithe A. & P. vs. Lions.
The Community Park skating many and bountiful gifts donated
rink has had hundreds of devotees by the many kind friends and so
Mrs. F P. Winslow, while feeding
the past week, and its accommoda cieties to the inmates at the farm. i the birds htis morning, heard a
tions and privileges have been It was indeed a wonderful Christ 1 crow. She wants to know if that's
greatly appreciated by the pleas mas. He issure that if those who <o : a sign that winter is breaking.
ure seekers.
kindly gave could have been there
and seen how happy it made the un
The contract for building the new
Mid-Town Cafe is the name of a fortunates they would have felt well wing at the State Prison was
new concern which will have its repaid for their kindness. Also awarded to L. Rocheford. whose bid
abode in one of Rockland's oldest many thanks to all who went Friday was $89,940 Work will begin as
restaurants, opposite the foot of night to sing for them and give soon as details can be completed.
Spring street. The proprietor is them a word of good cheer. The do
George Sleeper, whose experience in nations were: Perry's Markets, boxe.->
Lieut. Commander James M. Fer
that line had an excellent test, and of candy, cigars and nuts; Miss C. E nald, at present attached to the
excellent results, when he man Perry. School street, money; J. F. U. S. S. Black Hawk in Chinese wa
aged Crescent Beach Inn.
Gregory, three cartons cigarettes; ters, has been promoted to com
Browne Club. <First Baptist Church* mander. and will be assigned to a
Almc't time for “Legislater." One
baskets of fruit and candy; Methe- new ship when one is commissioned.
week from tonight will decide
besec Club, presents for both men He is a son of George W. Fernald.
whether Arthur G. Spear of Port
and women; Baraca Club, (Metho formerly of Rockland and now of
land or Sufner Sewall of Bath will
dist Church), boxes of candy and Hampton. N. H., and a cousin of
preside over
tlie Senate, and
oranges; L. A. Walker, cigarettes; Mrs. Hector G. Staples.
whether Donald W. Philbrick of
Henry Bird, cigarettes: Mr. and Mrs.
Capo Elizabeth or George D. Varney
Don't suffer in silence. Tlie wheel
J. A. Jameson, basket of fruit, etc.:
of Berwick will be the Speaker of
that
squeaks gets tlie grease;
Pleasant Valley Grange, box of fruit;
the House. Representative Cleve
Margaret Crie. box; Mrs. Alberta
land Sleeper decided not to enter
Rase, box; Mrs. Leola Rase, basket
the contest.
of fruit. The dinner menu was:
ALEADER!—
The Burpee Furniture Store was Roast pork with dressing, squash,
crowded to the doors Christmas Eve onions, and mince pie.

QUALITY CREAM

while the Knox County Men’s
Chorus was
singing Christmas
carols, under the direction of S. T.
Constantine and with Stafford
Congdon at the console. It was
one of the most pleasing features
of the Christmas season, and the
musicians fully deserved the elabo
rate praise they received.

BEANO TONIGHT

BORN

Johnston—At Rockland. Dec 24, to
Mr, and Mrs, Owen Johnston, a son.
Burns—At Thomaston. Dec 24. to Mr
and Mrs. Lewis J. Burns ol Friend
ship (Irene Young), a daughter—Mary
Antoinette
MARRIED

Childs-Munro—At Rockland. Dec. 4
by Rev. J, Charles MacDonald. Edward
Childs, and Dorothy Munro, both ot
Rockland

for your COFFEE

QCnfor
a
UUU
Full Quart
20c for a Full Pint

Round Top Farms
TEL. 622,

ROCKLAND. ME.
153-154

DIED

7.30 o'clock

Maddocks—At West Washington, Dec
24. Miss Gevcna E Maddocks. aged
AMERICAN LEGION
65 years, 4 months. 3 days. Funeral
Twenty Regular Games; Also Special services at the West Washington
Tuesday at 1 o'clock. Inter
(iamrs
Door Prize church
ment ln West Washington cemetery
Admission 25 Cents
Johnston—At Rockland. Dec 25. Wil
158-lt liam A Infant son of Mr. and Mrs
Owen Johnston.
Bane.v—At Rockpor'., Dec 26, El ess.i
R Haney, aged 79 years, 3 months. 21
days. Funeral at the residence Wed
nesday at 2 p. m.
THE PUBLIC
Thomas—At Warren. Dec 25. Frank
is cordially invited to use the
E Thcmss, aged 66 years Services at
the Sawyer funeral home ln Thomas
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
ton this afternoon at 2 o'clock
Herbert—At Rockport. Dec— Albert
READING ROOM
Herbert, aged 55 years.
Open 2 to 5 P. M.
lamb—At Camden. Dec. 23. Cora P.
497 MAIN ST..
ROCKLAND
widow of Eden P Lamb.
BICKNELL BLOCK
Handy—At Camden. Dec. 24. Mrs.
Emma G Handy, a^ed 91 years. Fun
Authorized and approved litera
eral Wedne'daj' at 10 30 a. m from
ture on Christian Science may be
Oood funeral home.
read, borrowed or purchased.
Turner — At Thomaston. Dec. 25.
Ozora, widow of Capt. John Turner,
FIRST CHURCH OF CHRIST,
aged
79 years. 1 month. 24 days Funeral
SCIENTIST
Wednesday at 2 o'clock from residence.
ROCKLAND. MAINE
9 Wadsworth street.
123 last Tu-tf
Boses—At Providence. R I , Dec 22.
Mis. Alice M Boggs, formerly of South
Thomaston. Burial In Milford, Mass
Dearborn—At Camden. Dec 26. Stan
ton Dearborn
Waldron—At Rockland. Dec. 27, Sum
ner S Waldron, aged 69 years, 10
months, 1 day. Funeral Thursday at
2 o'clock from Burpee Funeral Home
Emery—At Rockland. Dec 25. Nancy
L.. Infant daughter of Mr and Mrs
Frances Emery.
Funeral today at 2
o'clock from Burpee funeral home

BURPEE'S
MORTICIANS

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Isabelle R
Lewis, who passed away Dec 24. 1937.
One year has passed since that sad I
day,
When ono we loved was called away.
Time takes away the edge of grief,
But memory turns back every leaf.
Charles Lewis and son George

Ambulance Service
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
361-365 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
119-tf

The only thing that doesn't be- I
come smaller when it's contracted
is a debt.

ADVERTISEMENTS

late

Page Three
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YOUR .CONVENIENCE

READ THE ADS

I I

Ambulance Service
RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL 662
ROCKLAND, ME.

98-tf

Qtniune &nq raved
STATIONERY
JU TU LowmI

Wcm la KMmti

Visiting Cards
100 panolod card., choloo ol 4
■ixo* and 30 otyloo of engraving,
PLATE INCLUDED, only — 41.61
Wadding Announcement*

or Invitations

On whit. or ivory .lock—wad
ding or plat* finish. Inside and
ouisids snvslopos, and PLATE IN
CLUDED _______________ $8.96
Sodal Stationery

Spsdal styles lo/man and woman.
A choice of lovely colore, mono
grama and styles of engraving,

PLATE INCLUDED___________
62.25, 63.95 and np.

Sostffip Cnne OMnyusy
w
ft

WE TAKE STOCK JANUARY 1ST
i; Before that Important Event we would like to close out a large
part of our

ONE HUNDRED AND ONE STORIES UP: Sidney Evert, glazier,
“lets up and lights up" while repairing broken glass outside the hundred
and first floor of the Empire State Building, New York City. He’s mote
than 1000 feet above the street.

UNION
A beautiful Christmas tree adorns
Union Common.
Funeral services for Jasepli A.
Ames of Appleton were held Satur
day at the Phillip Simmons funeral
parlors.
Norma McCrillis who has been ill
during school vacation, is now able
to be up a part of the time.
Gerald Ames is spending a few
days with his aunt, Mrs. Dorothy
Christofferson in Rockland.
Mr.s. Leo Ross has taken her in
fant son to Vassalboro for medical
treatment.
Franz U. Burkett and family are
guests of his parents, Mr. and Mrs
F. E. Burkett.
Walter Lindsey and farnliy are at
their .summer home at. East Union
for the holiday recess.
Leon Esancy made hls first trip to
Bcstcn the past week and saw many
interesting things to think and talk
about.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Turner.
Frank McDonald and son Frank
were guests Christmas Day of friends
al Isle au Haut.
Mrs. Sophronia Shepard spent the
weekend with Mrs. Maud Calder
wood.
Earl Sayward and family of Rock
land were Christmas guests of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J W. Sayward.
Elmer Light, who has been resid
ing in Burkettville for some time, is
calling on old time neighbors and
friends here.
W. J. Bryant has a pair of beau
tiful golden pheasants.
Algie Linscott and family have
moved to the Farrand Lucas farm.
Seven Tree Grange will have a
Christmas tree and entertainment
Wednesday night.
Twenty-five young people, gradu
ates and undergraduates, recently
favored many homes with Christmas
carols. The carolers, heme on va
cation from colleges and universities
are. Isabel Abbott, Colby College;
Susan Abbott. U. of M; Dorothy
Earker. Nasson College: James MiEdwards, Virginia Howe. U. of M.;
Ruth Howe. Castine Normal: Philip
Creighton. Brown University. Other
young people who caroled were mem
bers of tlie Epworth League Janette
Stephenson, Constance Hallowell.
Norma Fossett. Nathalie Fossett,
Madeline Farris, Harriet Farris.
Emma Hills, Agnes Day. Hazel Day.
Edith Howard. Walter Rich. Harold
Rich, Donald Calderwood, Warner
Howard and Barbara Creighton.
The Methodist, Church adminis
tered the sacrament oi baptism on
Christmas Sunday to Hartley G.
French, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles

/fft>
r jfe

COATS AND DRESSES

Other young people who were bap
tized were Beatrice E. Rich, daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Irving Rich;
Edith M. Howard and Norma li.
Howard, daughters of Mr and Mrs.
John Howard; and Phyllis A. Lucas,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Maynard
Lucas.

Here are the Markdowns!

Spuds For South

$69.50 Fur Trimmed,

$49.50

Maine Growers Tipped Off
That “Round Whites”
Are Popular There

$58.00 Fur Trimmed,

$45.00

$39.50 Fur Trimmed,

$29.50 Fur Trimmed,

Tlie Southern trend in seed po
tatoes is turning toward a round
wliite potato, rattier than tlie long
red-skinned type, which Maine seed
growers have been raising for the
southern trade, according to De
partment of Agriculture Seed 'Chief, L

$16.50 Fur I rimmed,
$19.50 Untrimmed,

$ 9.75 Untrimmed.

E. L. Newdick.
Newdick said lie had been in
touch with John L. Scribner, re
search representative of the Maine
Development Commission, who is I
calling on the trade in Florida. Ala I
bama and Louisiana and had!
learned that Uiis move iiad been II
brought about through the invasion ,

ed in northern Florida this year,
Newdick said, and Maine growers
must watch this situation carefully,
if this market is to be retained.
Maine shipments into Florida
)lave Deen arriving in fine oondi,i0„ except for some carloks of dark,
I dirty potatoes, according to Scrib
ner. He has offered his services I
to any Maine grower, who is inter
ested in the Florida markets.

of tlie California White Rose variety in Uie Northern Central markets.
Bliss Triumph has been popular
for a number of years Newdick said,
but stated he believed that Katahdins would prove very comparable
to the White Rose. For that rea
son Newdick suggests that Maine
growers of Katahdins send samples
to the seed test plots in the south- !
ern states.
Scribner has predicted that 5000
acres of White Rose will^be plant-
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DRESSES

COATS
$ 5.95

I

$ 6.95

$29.50
$19.50
$12.50
$15.50
$ 7.95

$ 7.95

I

$ 9.75

|

$10.50
$12.50

I

1

choice $5.00

/k.

choice $7.50

'ft

One Rack Older Dresses
$3.00
$5.00
$2.00
Vicities to $ 1 2.50

^SNAPSHOT CHIL
SNAPSHOT PARTIES

READ THE ADS

THE TIMES '

Sf

AN IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT

g

Effective Monday, Jan. 2, 1939, an increase
will be made in our endowment, annuity and
Family Income rates, necessitated by low interest rate obtainable.
BARGAIN ILLUSTRATION
Present Proposed
Kates
Kales

AGE 35
S5.UWI.UO

ENDOWMENT ANNUITY 9 CO.
20 YEAR FAMILY INCOME FLAN.

31.25

$255 80
33.00

• $256-95

$288.81)

$225.70

Every hour counts now, hardly a week left
in which to get under the wire.
Promptness generously rewarded. Delay
severely penalized.

E. C. MORAN CO.. INC.

Humorous pictures—such as a series of a man eating a squirty grapefruit
—provide fun at a snapshot party. Arrange such a party for your fellow
camera fans.
TVHENEVER snapshooters get to»V gether, the season is ripe then
for a snapshot party. Such a party is
a splendid entertainment idea —
whether Its intention is’serious piclure-taking or just plain snapshot
fun.
The party can take two forms.
Guests can be sent out on a "picturehunt’’—each one assigned to bring
back snapshots of a certain type. Or,
a room can be fitted up with a few
photo lights at the host's home, and
each guest given a picture idea to
illustrate.
Guests should be told to bring
their cameras, loaded with suitable
film. Since most parties will be held
at night, the preferred film is one
of the new high speed “super"
type. The host should also obtain
a few simple exposure guides, to as
sist guests who have not had much
experience in taking night pictures.
For a picture hunt, one guest can
be assigned to picture street scenes;
another can picture shop windows,
and another can take snaps of elec
tric signs. Brightly-lighted subjects
without movement should be chosen.

since outdoors at night short time
exposures will be necessary with
most cameras. Though if any of the
guests have ultra-fast-lens cameras,
give them stiffer assignments.
For an “at home” party, a list of
picture-titles should bo prepared.
Humorous titles or assignments
are preferable, and guests can serve
as models for each picture. One per
son could be assigned lo picture a
characterization of Napoleon. An
other could picture an Indian climb
ing a mountain, and a third might
be told to portray a dachshund view
ing a skyscraper. Thc more outland
ish the titles, the more room they
leave for the picture-taker's imagi
nation—and the more fun he will
have arranging his picture.
Properly, snapshot parties should
ba planned as a series—each mem
ber of a group holding one. Then,
pictures taken at one party could
be exhibited at the next. Such a
party series can provide entertain
ment all season for a group of earnera fans—and it would be a delight
ful project for a camera club.
John van Guilder.

IT’S THAT NEW NASH
DRIVE AND COMPARE
No Other Car Has

WEATHER EYE CONDITIONED AIR

ROCKLAND NASH CO.
SI PARK STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 334

153&153

Business Stationerv *

800 business cards or HammermiU
Bond letisrheads, PLATE IN
CLUDED. only___________ 6745

The Courier-Gazette
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Page Four
1 street to the home on Jefferson
street which they recently bought.
Miss Mary Stafford has returned
««« «
from Memorial Hospital, DamarisMRS. LOUISE MILLER
: cotta where she has been a patient.
Correspondent
[ Charles H. Howard of Augusta
AAAA
' was guest Christmas Day of his
[ sister Mrs. Dora H. Yorke.
Tel. 27
j Good Luck Rebekah Lodge will
Miss Barbara Pitcher of Medford observe visiting officers' night. Jan.
Mass , was weekend and holiday 3. Visiting officers are requested to ’
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wear white. Supper will be served.
at 6 o'clock.
Franklin' Pitcher.
U. G. Seiders has returned home
from the Marine Hospital in Port
it FRIENDSHIP «€
—
land.
Mr. and Mrs. William Sheriff and
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Gerry are
family of Quincy, Mass., spent the
spending a few days in Milo.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Riley and holiday weekend with Mrs. Sheriff s
son Stephen of South Portland parents. Capt. and Mrs. Melvin [

WALDOBORO

spent Christmas at the home of i Lawry'
Stephen A. Jones.
J Miss Lena Seavey of East FriendMr. and Mrs Harold Parsons of ship was a business caller ThursBoston. Mr. and Mrs. Edward Con- day in town.
nor and son Richard of Winchester,
Knox Temple. Pythian Sisters of
Mass . Dr. and Mrs. Perley Damon Camden have elected Gertrude
and Mrs. Alice Kalloch of Rockland Oliver of Friendship Temple to inMr. and Mrs. Stanley Poland. Mrs. stall its incoming officers.
Hilda Somes and son Robert were The Methodist Sunday School
visitors Christmas Day at Mr. and recently held its annual Christmas
Mrs. C. B Stahl's.
' tree festivities for the children, each
Everett Achorn of Worcester, of whom received a gift. The teachMass . spent the Christmas holiday ers were in charge
with his parents Mr. and Mrs. MUs Rachel Stetson of Thomas- j
Alvah Achorn.
ton called Thursday on her grand- 1
Miss Margaret Ashworth and parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clayton
Miss Anne Ashworth are visiting Oliver.
ai the home of Dr. and Mrs. T. C.
The Pythian Sisters of Friend
Ashworth.
ship Temple met Tuesday and elec
The Junior class entertained the ted as officers: Past Chief. Gertrude
siudent body and faculty of the Oliver; most excellent chief. Lois
high school Friday night at a Brown; excellent junior. Eva Rus
Christmas social in the auditorium. sell: manager. Annie Doe mistress
Music for dancing was provided by of finance. Helen Simmons; misthe All-Staters.
[ tress of records and correspondence.
Miss Alfreda Ellis, a student at Edna Packard; protector. Florence'
Farmington Normal School is pass- Burns; guard. Daisy Simmons; rep- ;
ing the Christmas vacation at the ' resentative to Grand Temple. Ruth 1
home of her parents Mr. and Mrs. prior; alternate, Daisy Simmons; 1
Otis Ellis.
J press correspondent. Gertrude Oliv- j
A degree rehearsal for Good Luck er. trustee for three 'years. Sadie
Rebekah Lodge will be held Dec. ' Brown; degree mistress. Genie Sim-'
31 at 7.30; if stormy the lollowing tnons; pianist, Edna Packard; comMonday
1 mlttee on resolutions. Josephine I
Miss Joan Bumheimer is spend- LaWrv Lois Brown and Gertrude
ing the school holiday in New York Oliver auditing committee. Oretha
c’4
[Mitchell. Daisy Simmons, Lizzie1
Miss Carol Stevens is passing the Thompson.
holidays in Bath.
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Witham
ts GLEN COVE «S
of North Berwick were guests
Christmas Day of their son Byron Mrs George Woodward and in-1
Witham.
fant daughter. Sheila Corinne. re-1
Mr and Mrs. Ervin Pinkham and j turned home Tuesday from Knox
son. Wayne of Nobleboro spent Hospital.
Christmas Day with her mother
Wild ducks seem to be aware that,
Mrs. Lila Lovejoy.
they are in protected waters in j
Miss Helen McDaniels of Dover, J the Cove. Large flocks often feed
N. H . Lieut. Cedric Kuhn of Ports-'cn the shore.
mouth, N H. and George Kuhn; Mr. and Mrs Hervey Wass of Ma-,
of Hartford passed Christmas witn chias were overnight guests ThursMrs. Bessie S. Kuhn.
, day of Mr. and Mrs. George WoodMr. and Mrs. Kenneth K Weston v.ard.
moved Monday from the apartment
Miss Adah Hall of Boston was
in Arthur Brown's house on Mam holiday guest of her mother Mary
----Hall.
'Answer To Previous Puzzlei
i Mr. and Mrs. George Small and
[ daughter Thelma of Camden spent
Saturday at Mr and Mrs C. E.
[Gregory's. E. B. Small was also
j guest Saturday at the Gregory
home.
Lewis Tatham of South China is
passing two weeks' vacation with
the William Lufkins.
If to you a man's viewpoint seems
wrong, don't knock him down, don't
hit him with a brick bat Hit the
idea in his head by substituting
wiser ideas. That is training.
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Avid Reader.

WASHINGTON. — After a busy
day in the White House, what does
a President like to read? The man
in a better position than anyone
else to know says that the tastes of
the last seven chief executives are
as far apart as the poles.
Tom Marshall, dubbed “Librarian
of the White House" back in Theo
dore Roosevelt’s administration,
has not only catalogued many Pres
idents' personal libraries, but
checked out the Jjooks they wanted
from the Congressional library
Marshall has Just retired after 38
years of service.
Woodrow’ Wilson "was very care
ful about his reading—chose only
fine literature," while with Presi
dent Harding, "all was grist that
came to his mill—good and bad."
the 72-year-old veteran recalled.
An ex-bookbinder with library
training, Marshall joined the staff in
McKinley’s time as a messenger
There were only ten White House
employees then. Letters were writ
ten in long hand. Tom was alter
nately doorkeeper, newspaper clip
per, social bureau assistant, file
clerk and general handy man.
Roosevelt 1 Loved Books.

President McKinley, he said,
wasn’t much of a reader. "He let
Mark Hanna do most of it for him.”
"But Theodore Roosevelt loved
books more than any man I ever
saw,” he continued. “I’ve known
him to absorb a book’s content in
an hour and discuss it page by page
with the author. But no trash, mind
you."
Theodore Roosevelt once took
Marshall to Oyster bay when he
moved his library there, the little
white mustached man recalled. "He
was so devoted to those books that
he helped me rip the boards off the
boxes down in the basement and
carry the books upstairs to the li
brary.”
President Taft, Marshall said,
“had a legal complex. I honestly
believe he never read a book while
in office but legal books.”
Calvin Coolidge measured up to
his reputation as a “very austere
man,” who had no use for anything
frivolous or humorous.
Roosevelt II Prefers Stamps.

Marshall said he had done little
library work during the Hoover and
Franklin Roosevelt administrations
"But Hoover read very little—scien
tific things mostly,” he said.
“And I don’t see how Presidem
Roosevelt has any time to read,"
Marshall observed.
“He’s the
durndest stamp collector I ever
saw—even has them bring them to
him in bed.”

Diver# Reach 500 Feet
Using Synthetic Air
WASHINGTON.—The navy de
partment has revealed that the pos
sible depth to which deep-sea div
ers can descend safely has been
extended to 500 feet by the use of
synthetic air.
World record sea dives—to 500
feet under artificial conditions and
to more than 400 feet under actual
conditions—have been made by navy
divers using standard rubber diving
suits and a new mixture of helium
and oxygen for breathing purposes.
Navy officials said the new syn
thetic atmosphere is the result of
more than 10 years research. They
said that the oxygen-helium mix
ture "considerably advances the art
of deep diving" and has no harmful
effects upon the diver.
The 500-foot depth was attained
by Master Divers J. H. McDonald.
Las Animas, Colo., and William
Badders, Annapolis, Md., in the
: Washington navy yard diving tank.
( Sea conditions were simulated by
applying air pressure to the water
in the tank equivalent to sea presi sure at 500 feet

Man Rescued From Bog;
Mired to Neck for Week
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HORIZONTAL
1-Slumbered
5-Dreads
9-Comprehend
10- Wanderer
11- Greek letter
13-Large passenger
vessel
15-Squandering
18- Perseveres
19- Sharpshooter
20- Weird
21- River in France
22- Pitched
24-Doubt
26- Sister (abbr.)
27- Restir>g places
29-Vast region of
North Africa
S1-Dismal (Poet.)
33-Edible flesh (pi.)
36-Animate
38-Suffix. Footed
40-Adjusted
42-Applaud
44- Qulck in thought
45- Renders muddy

z\ z> z*» zs
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ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
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BELLEVILLE,
ONT. - Hugh
Jones, 44-year-old farmer, was res
cued from a bog in which he had
been mired to the neck for six
days. Clinging to a log with one
arm, Jones was forced to watch
searchers pass within a few feet
of him. With only his head visible
above the muck and prevented from
crying out by the pressure of the
mud on his chest, he was unable
to attract their attention.
The efforts of several men were
required to extricate him from the
morass. He is suffering from ex
haustion and starvation.

Holiday weekend guests of Mr. [
[ and Mrs. Charles F. Dillaway were
Mr. and Mrs Paul Dillaway of Ev- j
erett. Mass., and Miss Stella Karen
of Ipswich, Mass.
Mr and Mrs Wilder Moore, and
daughter Theresa Huntley and Mrs
Herbert Inman passed Christmas
Solid Part of the Earth
with Mrs. Earl Gilley in Augusta.
Eight elements—oxygen, silicon,
Mrs. Percy French of Bridgton
aluminum, iron, calcium, sodium,
were
holiday visitors at the home of
potassium and magnesium—make
up over 98 per cent of the litho Mr and Mrs. Leland Philbrook
sphere. as the rocky crust of the Dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and
earth down to a depth of 10 miles Mrs. Philbrook were. Mr. and Mrs
is called.
P. D Starrett and their guests. Mrs
Merton Thayer, and daughter Miss
Apple Tree Heavy Drinker
Muriel Thayer of Brockton. Mass,
According to an authority, an av
erage apple tree will absorb from 15 and Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Thomp
to 20 tons of water a year. Actual son of Friendship.
experiments have shown that 40 ap
Mr and Mrs. C. Scott Coburn
ple trees will take up 760 tons of were holiday dinner guests in Rock
water annually, or about 7 acreland of Mrs. Ida Patterson and
inches of rainfall.
Mrs. Helen Knowlton.
How Patent Leather Is Made
Mr and Mrs. Seidon Robinson
Patent leathers are made of a dined Christmas Day with Mrs.
leather that is soft but not stretch Emma Seavey and Mrs. Nida Cope
able. It must be solid and minus land in Thomaston.
all grease. Several coats of black
varnish are applied and the last I Mr and Mrs Everett Cunning[ ham. and Mr. and Mrs. Albert Peacoat is baked on.
| body were dinner guests Sunday of
Strange ‘Offering to Heaven’
Mrs. Edna Nash. Oyster River.
Legend says Li-Shin-Min, a Chi
Mr and Mrs. George Brigham
nese emjjeror, made a strange “of
fering to heaven” 1300 years ago. entertained at a family dinner party
Praying that a plague would be Sunday, Mr. and Mrs Sherbourn
stopped, he swallowed a live locust Kalloch, Pleasantville and Lawi rence Kalloch.
to prove he meant his prayer.
j Otis Anderson partook of dinner
Early Use of Windows
1 Sunday at the home of Mr and
Windows began with the earliest Mrs C. E. Overlock.
huts as holes to admit light and air.
Mrs. Angie Swift of East Warren
Early shop windows were small and
sustained
a broken hip in a fall
many-paned, not considered impor
I recently Her daughter. Mrs Fred
tant.
j Mathews has been with her for
Stork Holland's Sacred Bird
! several days
The stork is Holland's sacred bird
Miss Madeline Emmons of New
who keeps down the population of
York city is weekend guest of her
toads and frogs common to such a
country. Formerly no Holland city parents. Mr. and Mrs Herbert A.
, Emmons.
was without its stork colony.
Henry Caldrice motored Friday to
Claim to Be Oldest Settlements
[Lawrence to join Mrs. Caldrice at
The Indian villages of Acoma, the home of her mother, Mrs. Jen
Zuni and Oraibi all lay claim to nie Kennedy in Lawrence for the
being the oldest inhabited settle
(holiday. Mr Caldrice on return
ments in the United States.
I Monday, will be accompanied by
■ Mrs. Caldrice. who has been away
Caesar and Lincoln Greatest
Perhaps the greatest of all mas- a month, two weeks of that time
terbuilders, in the world of politics, spent at the New England Baptist
was Julius Caesar: and perhaps the Hospital in Boston where she unpurest was Abraham Lincoln.
i derwent treatment.
, Dinner guests Monday at the
Prevents Tarnishing
Metallic indium, a rare element, •home of Mr. and Mrs. Chester
is added to silver used for plating to Wyllie were, Mr . and Mrs. Fred
prevent tarnishing.
Wyllie. Maurice Wyllie. and Mr and
Mrs. Fred Butler and children.
Rio De Janeiro Weather
Richard and Joyce, and Rev. and
Rio de Janeiro experiences its hot Mrs. Charles W Turner.
test weather in December, January
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Wilson are
and February.

Presidents whose mothers lived to
see them elected to the highest of
fice in the nation included George
Washington, John Adams, James
Madison, James Polk, James A.
Garfield, Ulysses S. Grant. William
McKinley and Franklin D. Roose
velt

visiting in Milford. Mass, with their sition, ‘The First Christmas." by
Simmons;
dialogue.
daughter Mrs Walter Castner, and Dorothy
son Martin Wilson in Worcester, "Christinas Joys." by Philip Sim
Advertising In
mons. Herbert Simmons, and Don
Mass.
Holiday weekend guests of Mr. ald Overlock. Several visitors were
THIS
and Mrs. E. B Clark and Mrs. Wil present.
Charles Conant. Kenneth Farris
liam Barrett were Barrett Clark
PAPER
of Boston, and William Barrett of and Marion Farris were not absent
or tardy during the term.
Wareham. Mass
Is a
Miss Marguerite Haskell a mem
ber of the Rosemont College faculty.: Our greatest Heritage—freedom
Good Investment
is spending the holiday week with in religion, schools press, assembly,
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. S F speech.
Haskell.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Drewett and j
3
Mrs. Drewett’s daughter. Mary [
I
Ludwig, are passing the weekend
and holiday with relatives in Nor
— —— — — — —-By EARLE FERRIS
well, Dedham, and Middleboro,
Mass. Roland Jose, who is mak
OYS are listening to the Dick that there is a pronoun?.- p.u.ti
tunes.
ing his home for the winter with [
Tracy" programs of high adven ence for familiar
• • •
ture on the radio these days Just as
Mr. and Mrs. Drewett. passed the
Most Improved show ol the year
their fathers read the books of G. A
weekend in Westbrook with his Henty or Horatio Alger. Youngsters as far as listener popularity it con
mother. Mrs. Marie Jcse.
today like action stories Just as they cerned is Gabriel Heatter's "We, the
Raychel Emerson, dramatic so did 20 years ago—with a timely slant People" program heard Tuesdays
over the Columbia network. Accord
prano was soloist Monday at the Today they like to listen as the re ing to the official telephone surveys,
doubtable Tracy catches a band ol
Plummer-Frost weddir.g and recep border smugglers, runs down a gang more than twice as many people
tion at the Bremen Eaptist Church of whale thieves or sets out to sal now listen to "We, the People" than
listened to it a year ago—something
and vestry in Brunswick. The vage treasure hidden in a sunken of a record in the way of increased
ship In an earlier day young Amer
bride, formerly Miss Eleanor Frost, ica would be found with his nose popularity
daughter of Mr and Mrs William buried in an Alger story of a young
J. Frost of Brunswick, is a cou'in of bootblack who fought his way to
But Just as Alger's Phil the
Miss Emerson. Mrs. Edwin Emer success
Fiddler triumphed, so does Dick
son was among the guests present Tracy today. The modern day coun
While in Brunswick Miss Emerson terpart of a Henty or Horatio Alger
and her mother will be guests of is Tracy, streamlined sleuth who
represents the triumph of law and
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Frost, and order and decent ambition over
of Miss Mary Toothacher.
obstacles typical of the times.
• • • •
• • •
Ernest L. Starrett
Listeners are not only faithful to
Funeral services for Ernest L. “Pepper Young's Family,” but the
audience of the program ls growing
Starrett. 44. who died Friday at his according to recent surveys. At all
home on Vaughn's Neck, after an times the story stays ln the realm of
illness of more than a year, were the believable, and apparently that
is what the listener to the daytime
held Monday at the home. Rev. L radio serial program likes.
Clark French officiating. Burial
was in the Starrett Cemetery.
Catherine McCune, above, who
Mr. Starrett was born in this
plays Clara Potts In the CBS serial.
town, son of the late. Isaac Ellis and
"Scattergood Baines," provides the
Ruby (Stone) Starrett, For several
perfect combination—a lovely face
and acting ability which enables her
years he was employed as attend
to give the proper interpretation to
ant at the hospitals in Oardner.
an important part in the story
• • •
Mass, and Danvers. Mass. For the
Don Ameche, when he appears at
past few years, since his return here,
rehearsals for the big Sunday night
he was a farmer.
show, is constantly heckled by
Besides his wife. Mrs. Carleen
Charlie McCarthy these days. Don
(Hutchins) Starrett. he leaves two
has long hair, grown for his newest
picture role as D Artagnan Charlie
daughters. Ruby of this town, and
threatens to let his grow, too
Margaret of New Bedford. Mass ;
one son. Ernest of Warren; one
brother. Everett of New Bedford.
Mass.; one half-brother. Lester
Starrett of Flushing, L. I, and two ,
Mary Livingstone, above, attractive
half-sisters. Mrs. Ansel M. Hilt of female foil and likewise wife of Jack
Warren, and Mrs Alfred Hawes of Benny. Is one of Hollywood's
! staunchest rebels against the styleUnion
maker's current attempt to place
• • • *
milady's hair on top of her charming
head. Mary says she will stick with
Elementary School Notes
Grammar School pupils, who were her long bobbed titian tresses till
thr last
• • •
not absent one day during the fall
! term. are. William Chapman. Min
Ezra S one, youthful star of the
nie Watts. Ann Norwood. Lilja Oh- “Aldrich family'' episodes heard on
the Kat? Smith Hour. Just had an
tonen. Elizabeth Kenniston. Ther unusual honor bestowed upon him
esa Huntley: absent one-half day. Stone who recently celebrated his
Robert Martin; one day. Henry 20th Mitt) lay anniversary, has been
made a ll'e member of Actors' Equity
Marr. Phyllis Smith. Ethel Wotton. organ
: cn. the youngest performer
Howie Wing is an aviation en
Ernest Starrett Jr ar.d Eleanor to ever b- selected for this noted thusiast outside the broadcasting
stage award
studios as well as in his role of ra
Fales.
• • •
dio's most prominent aviator Bill
Pupils at the Malcolm Corner
Jan? Froman, the radio lark, has Janney, above, who plays the title
School, not absent or tardy durT~
d)f-ov?red that listeners like old ro’.e in the CBS flying thriller
the fall term are. Ernest Perry L"songs b?st On her recent programs. Howie Wing" ls taking lessons at
cille Perry, Harlow Mank Aue‘tn Jane featured one new and one o’O New York's Floyd Bennett Field five
song eacli week in order to take the mornings a week and five nights a
Soule. Barbara Soule P?tr'-« M-,.- public's pulse. Her fan mail reveals 1 week he broadcast*.
j tin. Sylvia Hill. Esther Smi. a, EmilySmith; Phyllis Payson was not abj sent but was tardy once. Pupils
who missed one-half day are. Earle
j Gammon;_ one day. Willis Perry and
Lucille Stone. The register shows
but three instances of tardiness.
Pupils on tbe fourth grade honor
roll for spelling are. Dorothy Beane
and Lucille Stone: in the second
grade spelling. Sylvia Hill. Lucille
Perry. Helen Carroll. Phyllis Payson and Merrick Beane.
Pupils of the Pleasantville Rural
i School, under the direction of their
! teacher. Mrs. Lina Smith, gave a
1 Christmas program Friday, which
was followed by the Christmas party.
The program included, several songs
by the school, a solo by Elden
Young. Donna Farris. Herbert Sim
mons. Philip Simmons, Dorothy
Simmons. Ruth Young; a dialogue
Kenneth Farris. George Simmons.
Marion Farris. Donna Farris. Mary
Farris. Herbet Simmons. Donald
Ovelock. Philip Simmons, Dorothy
S mmons. Ruth Young: exercises
“Christmas Miracles,’’ Marion Far
ris. Donna Farris. Mary Farris,
Dorethy Simmons. Ruth Young and
Philp Simmons; “Hanging up the
Christmas Stockings." Kenneth
Farris. George Simmons. Charles
Conant and Elden Young; compo-
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Traveling Around America
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How Flowers Are Pollinated
Flowers are pollinated not only by
insects, wind, water and man, says
Tastes Poles Apart, Collier's
Weekly, but also by birds
Librarian Reveals such as hummers, honey-eaters and
sun birds, and by mammals such
as bats, and by climbing marsupi- j
als such as the money mouse of
Wilson LikedFineLiterature; Western Australia.

Presidents’ Book

Every-Other-Day

57

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
46-Vast Russian plain
48-Silk fabric orna
mented with big
flowers
5O-Ernest (Sp.)
52- Assists
53- Sorrowful
54- Brother's daughter
55- Noah (Sw.)
56- Lawful
57- Lock of hair

VERTICAL (Cont.)
13- Specks
14- Sinks in mud
16- Clips
17- Verdant
21—Girl’s name
23- Greaser
24- Horse
25- P re serves
28-Edlct
30-To rush in a panic
32- News gatherer
33- Term in billiards
34- Public repository
VERTICAL
for arms
35- Breaks suddenly
1- Prophetess
37- Part of the hand
2- Rents
38- Possessive of Pisano
3- Acted as head
39- French painter and
4- A cake (Obs.)
engraver
5- Not many
41-Town in Louisiana
6- Obliterates
43-Foreigners
7- Part of an inverte 45-To act in response
brate eye (Zool.)
47-Treasurers (abbr.)
8- Salary
49-National Diploma in
9- Sainte (abbr.)
Agriculture (abbr.)
12-One (Scot.)
51-Grease

50,000 Carp Fattened
On Corn for Markets
FOND DU LAC. WK.-The
conservation commission put 50,000 carp on a diet of soaked corn
to fatten them up for the eastern
market. When the last shipment
arrived in New York, dealers
complained that the fish were too
thin. The carp, ranging from
4 to 35 pounds in weight, were
seined from Lake Winnebago to
protect game fish and kept in
land-locked ponds and marshes.
They are fed 1,100 pounds of corn
daily.

MARAGAS FOR MUSIC

Fear of Work is a common Bug
bear. Work rarely hurts. Few over
work. Worry and Fear do hurt.
Hammer away, results do follow

In which claas are you—a work
er or spectator, who explains how
Jt should be done?

1939 Oldsmobile Six Series 60 Four-Door Trunk Sedan

"'HIS young Jamaican is trying used for many, many years in inter
very hard to teach the pretty pretations of purely native melodies.
The native "maracas.” whether
Amerlcau tourist the correct way to
play the “maracas”—typical musi- made in Jamaica, Cuba or Vene
cal instrument of the countries of zuela, are made from taparas — a
the Caribbean. You will hear the tropical fruit resembling a small
swishing sound of the "maracas" squash. The tapara is set in the
uot only in Kingston, popular port- sun to dry until the outer shell be
of-eall of ships making weekly comes hard as wood. The seeds are
cruises to the Caribbean, but in | also dried in the sun, then re-in
Venezuela, Colombia, Panama and serted into the hollowed shell. A
any other of the sunny lands of the bamboo stick is cut and carefully
fitted into the hole made in the
Caribbean which you may visit.
To most Americans the “maracas" tapara. A pair ot "maracas” is se
are most closely associated with the lected with great care for the com
rhythm of the rhumba and the bined sound must blend just right.
rhumba's native home. Cuba. But Then the ' maracas" are ready, and
there is grave doubt Hint the mara- whether you hear them accompanying a Cuban rhumba, a Colombian
ras were indigenous to Cuba, for in
other countries of the Caribbean “pasillo," or a Venezuelan “Joropo”
where the rhumba is a recent im thc music will be gay and Intoxicat
portation, "tuaracas" have been ing,

Every-Other-Day
Mrs. Wa'ter Ingerson went Wed
nesday to Portland.
Fred Chilles visited Friday in
ft ft ft »
Rockland.
Ruth Wahlman and Kathleen Cot
MRS. OSCAR C. LANE
ter came Saturday from Boston.
Correspondent
Barbara Brown and Edith Rob
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Brown of ' erts, students at Ballard's Business
Boston were holiday guests of M'.. 8chool in Rockland, are ln town for
and Mrs. Alfred Creed and Mr. and the Christmas recess.
Neil Calderwood arrived Saturday
Mrs. A. M Cassie.
from
California to visit his parents. !
Malcolm Hopkins of Worcester.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Calderwood.
Mass., arrived Saturday.
At Union Church Sunday morning .
Dr. P. F Brown and family cf I
the pastor, Rev. Kenneth Cook, i
Rockland were visitors the weekend
spoke on "The Meaning and Spirit '
at the home of his parents, Mr .ano
of Christmas" The choir s?n? !
Mrs. Freeman A. Brown.
"Come and Adcre Kim." Ruth Brown
Ruth Kenniston, who has been jsololst sang “O Holy Night." A dra- .
v.siting Muriel Chilles returned Sat matic cantata entitled "Oocd W .1 ,
urday to Portland.
To Men" was presented by a cast ,
The Christmas tree held at the ' ment.or.cd ln a previous issue. The 1
i Latter Day Saints Church Friday ' musical numbers were beuatifui. i
night was in charge of Elder Arch ? Members of the chorus were Beulah
Ecggs. The opening prayer was Gilchrist, Ruth Brown, Helen Has- i
made by Ralph Candage, followed by Kell Gertrude Sellars, Darts Smith.
a short talk by Eider Beggs. A p o Florence Erickson. Gladys Coombs. !
gram was presented and Santa Claus Evelyn Patrick. Hazel Roberts. Flora
Brown, May Tolman, Cora Peterson, I
ctstrtbutea gilts.
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Burns of Bos Etta Morton. Gertrude Vinal. Blancn i
ton passed the holiday with Capt Kittredge Edith Nickerson, Harry
Coombs, Thomas Baum. G. Ernest
and Mrs. William Burns.
Capt. and Mrs. Leslie Stinson of Arey; organist. Leola Smith; dra
Camden are visiting Mr. and Mrs. matic director, Mrs. Kenneth Cook;
musical director, Mrs. Blanch Kit
Fritz Johnson.
Tyler M Coombs passed the holi tredge.
Union Church prayer meeting will
day with his daughter, Mrs. Sidney
L. Winslow.
be held tonight.

VINAL HAVEN

OUR FELLOW DRIVERS

PERSONALITIES IMf
LAMAR STRINGFIELD, A.S.C.A.P.

—

An American Composer For Americans---------

By Mueller

"We were on • three-lane highway in heavy traffic, and the dope
thought I'd let him past ME!"

Where and How To Cut
Are the Things To Be
Considered

of salable timber. The better the
quality of the growth, the better the
returns. A good stand can easily
average 590 board feet per acre
yearly growth. A 109-acre woodlot
with such a growth on a $5 per
thousand board feet stumpage, will
yield a return of $250 yearly. Many
100-acre wocdlcts have 10 to 25 acres
that have such a growth while the
rest of the area has practically no
merchantable growth, thus making
the whole woodlot a low yielding
area.
The agricultural conservation pro
gram recognizes woodland manage
ment as a sound practice. Woodlets should be cut so as to qualify
fcr payment. In this way it Is pas
sible to improve the woodlot and re
ceive payment for doing so, if the
farm allowance has not been used
fcr other practices. Ccur.ty agents
can give further information or.
woodlot practices.

GIANT OLD GLORY

AT NEW YORK FAIR

Daniel I. McNamara

STRINGFIELD. Pulitzer
J prize composer and member of
the American Society of Composers.
Authors & Publishers, whose works
and career exemplify his belief In
American music for American audi
ences. has discarded formal musical
terms tn favor of simple English
words for the titles of his symphonld creations
Typical of this policy is his Pulit
zer prize composition, a symphonic
suite called "Front the Southern
Mountains." Its four movements
are descriptively titled "Mountain
Song." "Panorama." "At Evening"
and "Cripple Creek." Similarly
labelled are ihe three movements
of hts widely played symphonic
suite. "Moods of a Moonshiner”—
"At a Still," “On the Cliff ' and "A
Moonshiner Laughs."
Stringtield insists a barrage of
alien labels reveals nothing of the
composer s ideas, and may serve to
confuse the lay hearer "Adagio ma
non troppo” serves as a musical di
rection. but lacks the descriptive
power of a simple title.
Stringtield was born in Raleigh
N C.. of Virginia Dutch colonial
stock His father, a country, fiddler,
was a minister In North Carolina,
and Lamai played a variety of in
strument? front childhood. He was
preparing to study medicine when
at eighteen he enlisted for three
years service tn the Unite- States
Army first on the Mexican border,
then overseas in the World War

IAMAR

Returning with a new viewpoint. n«
accepted music as a career, became
a student at the Institute of Musical
Art in New York, mastered the flute
under Georges Barrere. and later
captured the Pulitzer prize in com
position.
Returning tn his native state in
the early 'thirties, he organized the
Institute of Folk Music, at the Uni
versity of North Carolina, which In
turn sponsored Ills North Carolina
State Symphony Carefully selected
musicians from all parts of the
state contributed to the success of
this group. In sixteen months.
Strtngfleld conducted two hundred
concerts given in many parts of the
state by this historic unit. Its work
set a pattern for many subsequent
enterprises, notably governmentsponsored music projects.
Stringtield now is associate con
ductor at Radio City Music Hall tn
New York City under Erno Rapee.
A.S.C.A.P.. musical director
He is
a frequent guest conductor ot the
larger symphony orchestras through
out the country, a radio personage
and one of the leaders in the
movement for wider recognition of
American music in all its phases.
In ten years he has conducted no
concerts without at least one Ameri
can number.
Strlngfield's chief hobby ts metal
working. He has designed many art
creations in metal, and he has sev
eral patents on metal devices for
various instruments. He has made
exhaustive research of the acoustic
properties of metals.

FLORIDA

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient to all points of Interest—Modem in every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.

Booklet

on

Application

HOTEL

GRALYNN

June to

October

Hotel
Maselyn

Corner Second Street
and First Avenue

Stamford

II. H. Mase

Manager

Moderate Rates

N. Y.

Dining Boom Service Unsurpassed

Del. Co.

This humorous sketch by Artist Lewis Rothe colorfully portrays the man-made island setting of the 1939 Golden Gate International
Exposition in the middle of San Francisco Bay. The site, which has been named Treasure Island, lies between the two famous new
bridges. In the foreground is Oakland and other East Bay communities; in thc background, San Francisco and the Pacific Ocean.
Note at right, Alcatraz Island, the Federal Government's “home” for bad men.

white pine on thouands of acres the trees are 10 to 12 feet high and
This is the time of year to be cut
in Maine is so limby and rough must be done before the trees are
ting and hauling fuel wood for use
that its value is far below what it eight inches in diameter breast high.
next winter. A. D. Nutting, forestry
A Region of Torrid Heat A Word of Advice To Men should have been if properly cared It is entirely practicable to improve
part of the woodlot each year by
specialist in the University of Maine
Who Are Interested In for.
Where Cactus Grows 60
Extension Service, says that fire
From 1910 to 1954 these stands of pruning some of the young white
Timber
Feet In Height
wood for home use is the best means
young pines could be sold for box pine area. Maine fanners get good
—
that the farmer has of practicing
boards and little thought was given stumpage returns from quality
Baja (Lower) California has come ; lterly winter is a good season to
forestry in his woodlot at very little
tc preparing them for lumber Com white pine and find good local mar
prepare
young
white
pine
and
into
the
news
again
with
press
re

petition from the South and West kets tn New York and New England
or no extra cost. Wcod cutting fcr
ports from thc West Coast of a re- j spruee fcr future timber. That i3 has .now made it nece sary to have For more Information on methods
this purpose should result ln a more
of pruning the farm woodlot. con
valuable woodlot than before. Too
newal of the often rejected proposal thc recommendation of A D. Nutt a good grade of lumber tf farmers
sult your county agent and send for
often the cutting operation is de
are
to
hold
or
regain
local
New
to buy the dry. torrid peninsula as ing. University of Maine extension
bulletin 233. Management of the
layed sc long that snow is deep and
an addition to the United States. forestry specialist who says that England markets.
Partial cutting and pruning one Maine Farm Woods. Copies are free
the wood is cut in the nearest and
Some facts about this southern ex
log
in height is the best means of from the Extension Service, Orono,
most accessible place. In this way
tension of California are set out in a the fabulous islands of the CadMaine.
good potent al timber is often de
bulletin from the Washington. D. C fornias. and to sponsor expeditions securing good stands The cost of
pruning
is
considerably
lessened
stroyed rather than thinned as it
headquarters of the National Geo up the Gulf of California whic.t
Was Christ “above work?"
should be.
earned that body cf water the title if only the future lumber trees are
graphic Society.
"Many ways of doing things
pruned.
Two
hundred
to
300
trees
“
Haven't
any
chance
”
is
a
fair/
larmtrs often ask where wood
"Mexico's Baja California is mce of ‘Sea of Cortez.’ After dispatching
A casual glance discloses;—
an
acre
give
a
very
satisfactory
should be cut. Mixed stands of soft- complex, fatal to success.
than half the size of the State of ship after ship. Cortez himself sailed
Some folks turn up their sleeves at
weed and hardwood usually need
work,
California.” says the bulletin; “yet, ln 1535 for thc bay of La Paz. seek timber stand.
Pruning should be started when But some turn up their noses."
thinning. In areas of white pine
in 59 per cent as much territory. 1 ing the pearls which today are still
and gray birch, the birch should be
the Mexican district has only one- fished for ln the same waters. Arti
removed to give space for the pine.
hundredth as many inhabitants, for ficial pronagatiort cf the pearl oyster
Hardwocd areas perhaps offer the
beds has been necessary however, to
it is largely undeveloped.
best opportunity. In most such
maintain the supply
Cactus Growths 60 Feet High
stands, there are many limb/, di
•‘Turquoise, tourmaline, and onyx
,"Lower California, as the Spanish have been other lures to prospectors,
sease., or poor species of trees that
i«me is translated, gives some sup but the main attraction is still gold
should be removed to give space for
port to a theory that the word ‘Cali Lower California had its gold rushes
the straight, potentially valuable
fornia’ is derived from the Latin, in 1879 ar.d 1883; Its output has ex
timber trees. The only extra ex
calida fornax. the hot furnace ceeded $15.000 009 worth of gold, ex
pense to this type of cutting is the
Much of the district consists of cac-| tracted mainly by placer mining. Sil
cost for skiding or yarding ,and in
tus-covered desert and mesa, where , ver, copper. Iron, and marble are
most cases this is negligible.
not once in a year does the rain' among the other mineral resources
The value of a woodlot is depend
come to coax thorny growth into still scarcely touched.
ent on the growth per acre per year
blossoms. The 809-mile peninsula
“Called the ‘Mother of California'
reaches across the Tropic of Cancer because of Its priority in discovery
into torrid heat, its latitude match and settlement Lower California
ing that of Arabia. Water holes are has twice been temporarily annex’d
mapped, oases are protectively to the United States. During the
Cringed with date palms, and cacti Mexican War in 1847 the territory
rise in impenetrable spiny clumps was occupied by American troops
39 to 60 feet high.
Six years later the internatio. ei
"Irrigation, however, has turned freebooter William Walker belli,
ame of Lower Califo:nla's valleys ‘captured' the area, miking h.
nto corn land and cotton planta- headquarters at the capital. La Paz
NEW YORK—Portraying vigor and efficiency, Paul Bunyan, genial
tlons. A Russian settlement near and set up a swashbuckling republic
and legendary titan of thc north-wood*. i« the subject of thiv sculpture
Ensenada grows wheat. Lemons, with a flag concocted of the starsby Edmsnd Amateis. As one of an American folk-lore group, it will
oranges, grapes, and melons, as well and-stripes motif. He was acquit adorn the facade of thc Health Building of the Newi Virk Woild'v Fair
1939. With him is shown his ox. Blue Babe, and Shanty John, a woods
as olives, thrive when irrigation ted later in a San Francisco trial."
man friend perched nn the giant's arm.
.•anals or artesian wells bring them
rater. A favorite Mexican delicacy
.? the dried fig or the dried date
frown and cured beneath the Low’ -r
Jalifcrnia sun. Most important
arming development in the peninula ts the rich Mexicali Valley at
he mouth of the Colorado River,
there irrigation carries into Mexico
.he bounty conferred on the Amerian continuation of the agricultural
egicn. Imperial Valley. Winter
cgetables from Mexico supply San
□ ego.
MW YORK—This mammoth flag, thc largest in thc world,
(90x230 feet) was saluted by 1,000 children when thc Court of Peace
"Up the Colorado, at high tide,
was recently dedicated at the New York World’s Fair 1939. The photo*
rem
the Gulf of California, rushes
graph, taken from an airplane, aho shows an edge of thc oval Lagoon
I of Nations in the foreground. S;\ly«two nations are participating in the
a dangerous tidal bore . The over
Fair and are harmonizing their exhibits with the theme “Building the
flow spreads into a desert sink and
W orld of Tomorrow.”
creates a miniature Salt Lake, the
hallow Laguna Salada west of the
Jccopas Mountains—a briny stretch
f5 miles long and more than half a? •
•vide. With the Colorado headin;!
the list. Lower California has only
a half-dozen streams large enough
'Owe
for year-round flow In its entire
AKV
i.OOC-mlle coast line. After rains. I
■wlft floods boil down through arroyes from the peninsula's broadI
ncuntainous backbone, which is a
outhward continuation of the
United States’ Coast Range. The
southeastern half is a cluster of bar
ren ranges of volcanic origin. The
three tall cones of thc Three Virgins
Volcanoes over a mile high, halfway
down the peninsula on thc Gulf side,
were reported active less than two
centuries ago. The highest spot i i
Lower California—Providence Peak
--in the northern San Pedro Martir
Mountains, is 10.126 feet high, twothirds the height of Californian
giant. Mount Whitney.
Thc automatic safety transmission, an exclusive j low and high speed ranges. The latter provides
Twice Occupied by Americans
Oldsmobile feature, has been improved further a powerful third or “pick-up” gear for extra
in design and reduced substantially in price fur acceleration and an economical fourth or cruising
"Hope of gold and pearls lured
1939. The short gear shift arm may be operated gear which reduces engine speed by approxi
Coftez to turn his attention from
without removing the right hand from the wheel. mately 20 per cent. It is necessary to use the
Mexican Montezumas to a search for
It has two forward positions which control the clutch only when starting or atopping th* car.

PPORTUMITr

By

As Seagulls See California World’s Fair in San Francisco Bay

Travelers Safety Service

Cutting Firewood

I
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A Flowering Desert

Prune Young Pine
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THOMASTON
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft

! panied by her niece Joan Elliot who
will remain for a longer visit.
Mr and Mrs. Weston Young were
hosts at a holiday dinner party Sat
urday night the guests being Mrs.
Young's parents. Mr. and Mrs. W
G. Maloney of Pleasant Point and
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Knights and ;
; daughter Constance.

CAMDEN
z\
A

zs
A A

GILBERT HARMON
Correspondent

died Friday night, will be held at
the home on Chestnut street Tues' day. Rev. W. F. Brown officiating.
• • • •
Traveling Crook Presented

In Everybody’s Column

Morganatlc Marriages

Tlie origin of the term morganatic
marriage is from the medieval Lat
in phrase "matrimonium ad morganaticam,” the last word referring to
the German morgengabe—morning
gift; the meaning being that the
children were entitled to nothing of
the father’s beyond his first, or
“morning gift," that is, the privi
lege of being born. A morganatic
marriage is historically connected
with an early German form of mar
riage in which the mund—the right
of protection or guardianship—was
not acquired, but the morning gift
was made.

At the district get-together meet| ing held here recently with MegunTelephone 713
, ticook Encampment. IOOJF. the
Tel. 190
I local patriarchs presented a crook
Mr. and Mrs. Richard O Elliot j Mtas Eliza Whitney went Satur-, Burnell Rankin and Miss Laura [ to the visiting grand officers to be
went Saturday to Marblehead Mass. ’ day to Quincey, Mass, where she Rankin of Boston are spending known as "The Traveling Crook of
where they will pass the holiday will be guest of her niece Mrs i ChrL'tmas with Mr. and Mrs. Law- I Maine" with the suggestion that it
with their daughter Mrs. Warren ' George York for r. week, following |I rence Rankin at Lincolnville Beach. I might be claimed by any encamp
which she will go to Pittsfield, Mass,
O. Bulkeley.
Miss Barbara Oliver, a student at ment when nine of their members
to visit at the home of her brother
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Gasper and
Wellesley College, is spending the visit without invitation a meeting
daughters Phyllis and Ila were holi Frank Whitney.
Christmas vacation with
her of the encampment holding the
Mrs. A. J. Elliot was a visitor Fri
Why It Is ‘Nickel Plate’ Road
■ crook
day guests of Mrs. Gasper's grand
mother. Mrs. Mildred Oliver.
>The Norwalk (Ohio) Chronicle of
Grand
Patriarch
C.
Ralph
Fitch.
mother Mrs. William Stickney in day in Portland.
Eugene Churchill of Bucksport
April 14. 1881, in speaking of the
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Knights
Waterville, accepting it in behalf glittering prospects of the New
Warren.
and Mr. and Mrs Charles Knights > Passetl
with hls sisler‘ Mm
of the Grand Encampment of Maine York, Chicago & St. Louis railroad
Mrs. Ulmer of Cushing is caring had as dinner guests Christmas Thaxter Lyons.
stated "This is one of the finest and the gilt-edge character of its
lor Mrs. Prank Turner in the ab- day Mr and Mrs. W G. Maloney ol
Mrs. Grace Bemis will entertain
things that has been done tor En financial backing, referred to it as
sence of Miss Lulu Simmons.
Pleasant Point and Mrs We'ton the Methodist Ladies Aid Wednes campment Odd (Fellowship in sev the Nickel Plate road. Another ver
Fred Hinckley returnd to Boston Young.
day.
eral years. ' He expressed a hope sion is that when in 1882 the Vander
Saturday after having been guest
• • • •
Earle Marriner had as guests that it would visit all section of the bilt interests acquired control of the
of Mr. and Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton.
Christmas Sunday his father. Leslie State and believing it appropriate railroad, William H. Vanderbilt, on
“A Cradle in Bethlehem"
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Cobb left
Marriner,
and his brother. Clifford that its travels should start from being informed of the price demand
"A Cradle in Bethlehem" again
ed by the owners, derisively in
Friday for a vacation of two weeks
Marriner of East Searsmont.
the local encampment, placed the quired if the road were nickelwhich they are to spend in Saco, set forth the Christmas story in
"The Valley of the Giants" with traveling crook in the hands of W plated.
with Mr. Cobb's parents. Mr. and ; tableau, reading and song Sunday
Mrs. Justus Cobb and Mr. and Mrs. night In the Federated Church. Last Wayne Morris and Claire Trevor ; W Kelle'. Megunticook Chief Pa‘Dishing Up the Spurs' •
M. A. Mercier parents of Mrs. Cobb >'ear its simple beauty won all will be shown at the Comique Tlie- triarch.
When the border feuds between
L L Anc;srson. prominent local
and at Brockton. Mass., where they i hearts; and by request it was re atre Wednesday and Thursday.
England and Scotland were at their
Miss Edna I. Young, a student odd Fellow made the crook on one peak some 400 years ago, ladies of
peated this year in the Methodist
will visit Mrs. Winnifred May.
Mrs. Leroy Sheerer of Providence auditorium in the setting of Christ- .nurse at the Augusta General Hos- ,stde oj wjjich was inscribed its title large Scottish households often
uital is spending two weeks with iand on the other the Grand Pa “dished up the spurs.” This cus
is passing the holiday with her mas greens and wreaths.
In silence and reverence the boys lter parents, Mr. and Mrs. Willis march's motto. "Co-operate—Re tom, says Collier's Weekly, was to
daughter Mrs. Orrin Treat.
A stated meeting of Grace Chap and girls portrayed the scenes of Young
main Faithful.” Presentation was serve a set to the men as the last
course of a meal, as a gentle hint
Mrs.
Elmer
A.
Thomas
and
ter. O.E.S will be held Wednesday the Nativity: The Annunciation, the
was made by David A Nichols, that the meat supply was running
daughter
of
Quincy,
Mass.,
are
Holy
Family,
the
Angel
and
the
night. The annual Christmas party
chairman of tljc committee which low and that therefore, it was time
will br held at this time and gifts Shepherds, thc Adoration of the guesst of Mr. and Mrs. Charles arranged this get-together meeting for them to put the spurs to the
attended by Odd Fellows from' horses and again raid England for
tor the hall are solicited
Mrs. Shepherds, and the Wise Men with Cookson.
All employes of the Knox Woolen Rockland. Belfast, Union. Warren. more cattle.
Lura Libby is in charge of the pro- ‘ their Gifts; a final tableau congram and refreshments will be | eluding witli the presenting of the Co. received a bonus in their pay Waldoboro. Waterville, Oakland
Mankind in Five Racial Groups
envelopes Thursday as a Christmas Augusta. Owls Head, and Gardine".
.served by Mrs. Avis Brazier and evening offering at the tnangcr
The usual classification of man
gift.
Mrs. Leila Smalley. Officers neeil
Tlie scenes were pictured this
Each encampment in District 14 kind is in five main racial groups:
C Alvin Jagels of Boston and presented one of the ceremonies of !
not wear white.
year by a different group of boys
the Caucasian, or white race, the
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Ingalls went and girls; Jean Crie, Eugene Fales. Fred Jagels of Portland are visiting Patriarchal Odd Fellowship, and in Negro, or black race, the Mongoli
Saturday to Tyngsboro. Mass., to Marjorie Cushing. Ila Gasper an"! their mother. Mrs. Emily Jagels. for | each case a patriarch of another an, or yellow race, the Malay, or !
encampment criticized their work brown race, and the American In
pass a two weeks' vacation with Constance Knights. Elmer Biggers the holidays.
William Hcbbs of Boston spent , other speakers
Orand pa. dian, or red race. Each group is
Mrs. Ingalls parents. Mr. and Mrs Arthur Henry. Roy Swanholm, Russell Kelley, Roy Bell and Robert Christmas with is parents. Mr and ! trlarch Fltch were Qrand 3?nlor subdivided into various branches.
Royal Keyes.
MLss Evelyn Hahn returned Sat Beattie. Following "My Gift" read Mrs. J. Cro'by Hobb;
i Warden Frank L. Douglass. Au-1
Nightingale Lived in Monastery
Wallace Thompson of Saco
in day from a week's visit in Boston. by Edwin Leach, the ffering was
gusta. District Deputy Grand Pa- !
During tlie Crimean war, Flor
Mrs. Charles Creighton of North taken by James GL.. hrest and voting his mother. Mrs. Percy Luce , ;riarch Albert E MacPhall Owl - i ence Nightingale, promoter of mod
over the holidays.
, Head and
QuarterJ ern nursing, lived in the monastery
ampton. Mass., accompanied by her Joseph Richards.
Miss Julia Woodcock played the
daughter Miss Elizabeth Creighton
Stanton Dearborn died Monday m£Lster of the Patriarchs Militant 1 of St. George, which overlooks the
fishing village of Balaklava, at the
of Lancaster. Mass., and son. Mal organ prelude, and accompanied the luglit at ills home on Limerock '■ Sargie L Warren Oakland.
water side of the valley through
street
after
a
long
illness.
Obituary
___________
Christmas
hymns
sung
by
the
colm Creighton of Boston arrived
which rode the famous "Six Hun
deferred.
■
Friday for a holiday visit with her , choir and congregation.
dred" of the light brigade.
Through
an
amplifying
and
As is their annual custom, the
mother Mrs. H. R Linnell. Friends
of Malcolm will be interested to Federated choir decorated the broadcasting system arranged by
Preparation of Leathers
Z“x
learn that he was recently elected I Church for tlie Christmas season, Dr. Raymond Tibbetts and W. W.
AAAA
Undressed kid is a skin dressed
only on one side. Vici kid is a
vice president of the Junior Clacs I a service always appreciated by the Knight cf Rockport, this town was
LIDA G. CHAMPNEY
chrome tanned, glazed kid. Wax
of the Boston Cons',rvatorv of parish. Gratitude is due tho*? who treated to a beautiful program of
Correspondent
calf is a heavy calf skin with a
Chiistmas
music,
broadcast
from
directed and aided in this fine pre
Music.
zs
z\
xs zs zs
wax finish. Suede (calf or kid skin)
Mr and Mrs. T. R. Winston and sentation of the simple and lovely the belfry of the Baptist Church.
is finished by buffing on an emery
Tel. 2229
On
Christmas
Eve
carols
were
son Thomas were dinner guests Christmas story in the candlewheel. Box calf is calf leather on
Christmas Day of Mr. and Mrs. Ed lighted Church, bringing to a close broadcast by the Baptist choir.
which an irregular finish is stamped.
Chimes were heard Sunday morn- ■
Mrs. Ralph Wooster and
another Christmas Dav.
ward T Dornan.
ing. followed in the afternoon by a daughters Jane and Judith were
Immensity of thc Amazon
Mi's Christine Moore of Boston
The area drained by the Amazon
pregram cf organ music played on weekend holiday guests of Mr and
is spending a few days at the hour
MICK1E SAYS—
and its tributaries totals more than
Mrs B P. Wooster.
the Baptist Church organ
cf Miss Helen Carr.
2.970,000 square miles, largely un
Capt. and Mrs. John Husby ar?
Miss Lillian Brann is at her
Simon Hahn of Cambridge. Mass.
tamed tropical forests, and the vol
in Taunton. Mass, for a short visit. home while enjoying a vacation ume of water discharged into the
was guest of his borther Olive/
TH' FELLER WHO IS OUR
WORST CRITIC ROUWD TOVJU
Mr and Mrs. Frank Tibbetts hav? from teaching duties in Reading. sea annually is probably five times
Hahn over the holiday.
tS ALLUS TH' FIRST GUV
Mass.
recently returned from Florida.
Miss Barbara Elliot arrived Sat
as much as that of the Mississippi.
T' GOME IllTO THE OFFICE
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Kimball were
urday fiom Providence to pass the
Mrs. Sarah Prince, Fred Aehorn
WCGlERiLf PER HIS PAPER
'Oyez.' Request for Attention
guests at Christmas of their son and son Earl were guests Christmas
holiday with her parents Mr. and
WHEU WERE A LITTLE
“
Oyez” is the old Norman ver
LATE
»
Mr-. A J. Elliot. She was accomKenneth in Waterville.
| Day at the honv* of Mi-s Annie
sion of the modern “Hey. you!" and
Dr. Judson Lord ol Warren spent j Richards.
may be freely transit’d as "hear"
Christmas with his parents. Supt
Mr: and Mrs. Frederick Richards or “listen.” In courts and at some
and Mrs. Charles Lord.
| entertained as dinner guests on meetings, it is repeated three times,
Mrs Emma G Handy. 91. d.?d Christmas her parents. Mr. and as a request for attention, or as a
Saturday night at the Heme for Mrs. A. T. Carro ’! and MLss Mildred prelude to a public announcement.
Aged Women. She is survived by a Robinson,
Afflictions of Chefs, Orators
niece. MLss Hinchliff of Pearl street.' Miss Elizabeth Sukeforth of
The greatest chefs are often men
She had been a guest at the Home Glen Cove wa* guest Friday of Miss who have suffered from digestive
for the past five years and had Helena Upham.
trouble, and the greatest orators
been very active until recently. Fu
Members of the Trytohelp Club (including Moses the prophet) suf
neral services will be conducted at visited the homes of shut-ins Fri fered from stuttering before they
the Gcod Funeral Home Wednesday day night, remembering them with compensated by using extra effort.
at 10.03 a. m. Rev. W. F. Brown Christmas baskets and cheering
Guns Inaccurate, Used Bows
will officiate
them with the singing of carols.
Guns used by the early Revolu
D. and Mrs. Carmen Pettapiece
Mrs. Edna Robbins and Mrs. tionary soldiers were so inaccurate
' . Por.land were holiday guests oi Veda Brown entertained the T Club and short in range that in 1776 Ben
L. and Mr Harry Pettapiece.
df Rockland at a Christmas party jamin Franklin advocated the army
M.ss Agnes Knowles of Portland is ■ Friday night at the home of the be armed with bows and arrows in
spending a few days with her par- | former. Mrs. Carl Christoiferscn stead.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Knowles.
acting as Santa Claus distributed
Japanese Marriages
Funeral
ervices
for
Mrs.
Cora
P
gifts from a prettily decorated tree
,-’,i.lftLf
Most Japanese are married ac
I amb, widow of Elden P. Lamb, who j to each person after which lunch cording to the rites of Shinto, the
was served. Those present were religion of ancestor worship. Japa
Mrs. Chauncey Keene. Mrs Wesley nese women usually are, like their
Thurston. Mrs. Earle McWilliams. menfolk, followers of Buddhism.
Mrs. Christoffersen. Mrs. Brown '
COURIER-GAZETTE SPECIAL
Man Trap Displayed
and Mrs Robbins. It was regretted
A gruesome object displayed in
WHITE VELLUM
that the other member. Mrs. Rhama ' Bollon, England, was a man trap,
‘THE GREAT WALTZ”
Monarch Size
Fhilbriek wa- unable to be present formerly used at a bleaching plant
75 sheets 7%xl0'i
on account of illness.
to catch stealers of cloth lying in the
50 envelopes 4x7!«
fields during one of the processes.
The
Church
School
Christmas
Your name and address on pa
tree and program at the Methodist
per and envelopes printed in Blue,
Bass Go Twelve Miles a Day
Rlack, Green or Brown ink.
Church were held Friday night in
The United States bureau of fish
(the vestry. Singing of Christmas, eries established that striped bass
Only $1.35 postpaid
' hymns by the congregation opened j average 12 miles a day in their
j the exercises, folowed by prayer by ( southbound migration.
I the pastor. Recitations were mainSource of Spices
| ly by children of the primary deNutmeg and mace come from
I partment and were: "Welcome."!
•Edward Auspland; "A Voice for both the East and West Indies,
I Santa," Barbara Tolman: "A Sur-I cloves from Zanzibar, allspice and
ginger from Jamaica.
prise for Santa” Verne Smith; “A
True Saying." Leola Tolman: "The
Peak of Civil War Pensioners
! Mousie's Christmas Letter." Nancy
The largest number of Civil war
Cunningham; "Christ's Birth. Billy soldiers on the pension roll was 76,and Junior Lermond; “If I Were 477 in 1898.
cnly Five;" Hope Cunningham; I
Ruled Without Parliament
“Christmas Greetings," Doris Ruth |
During the reign of Charles I of
Richards; "Mother Knows Best." 1 England, he ruled the country fjr 11
William Annis; “Good bye." Caro years without a parliament.
line Richards and Allene Daucett.
LINETTE SUPERFINE
Pillars in Giant’s. Ca leeway
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Havener and
White Writing
There are 40.000 pillars of basalt
daughter Mary of Portsmouth. N.
48 folded sheets 4:)iX*%
H . are spending several days with crowded into tha Giant's causeway
36 envelopes 4x5 !4
in the northern part of Ireland.
his mother. Mrs. Gertrude Havener.
Your name and address printed
Elephant Can Carry Halt 1 m
The life and loves of Jchann Continental beauty, head the cast.
oil sheets and envelopes or mono
An ordinary elephant can carry
gram on paper, address on en
Strauss. Vienna's waltz king, are Gravet plays Strauss. Miss Rainer
velopes.
Blue, black, brown,
half a ton on c level rend.
presented in "Tiie Great Waltz." Fcldi. his wife and Miss Korjus,
green ink.
‘peetaeular drama cf the days cf Carla, the singer he adored but who
$1.15 postpaid
Franz Josef, which will be the head sent him back to the wife who loved
WE BUY’
line attraction at the Ptrand The I him. The story covers Strauss’ rise
atre Wednesday and Thursday. 1 to fame, his marriage, his great
AND SILVER
Luke Rainer. Fernand Gravct. love, liis opera triumph, the Revo
Clarence
E. Daniels
French star of “The King and tlie lution. and finally as an old man.
JEWELER
READ TIIE COURIER-GAZETTE Chorus Girl." and Miliza Korjus. h;s triumph at the court of Em
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
ADS
brilliant European opera tar and peror Franz Josef.—adv.
ZS XS
X\ XV

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Fire Alarm Signals
EMERGENCY CALLS
Central Fire House Call,
Chief’s Call (residence),
Police Call,
Ambulance Call,

Tel,434
Tel,40S
Tel. 1223
Tel.661

NUMBERS RUNG FROM BOXES
Limerock and Alain Streets
Pacific and Mechanic Streets
Mechanic and South Main Streets

25
27
29

Fulton and Suffolk Streets
Main, corner North and Florence Streets
36 Orange Street, comer Pleasant Street
37 Park Street, romer Main Street
38 Broad Street, romer Grace Street
42 Broadway, corner Rankin Street
43 Lincoln Street, corner Summer Street
45 Talbot Avenue, opposite Fern Street
46 Rankin Block
48 North Main Street, comer Warren Street
49 Main Street, corner Cedar and Front Streets
51 Cedar Street, corner Old County Road
52 West Meadow Road
53 Camden Street, opposite Adams Street
54 Maverick Street, corner Spruce Street

34
35

TO LET
I
>t****—.* — »«****^

SPE(TAI. NUMBERS RUNG ONLY FROM FIRE
STATION
12 American legion
22 Chief's Call
23 Broadway and west to Oliver Street
24 Grade Street, west to Broad Street
26 Oliver Street and all west
28 Crescent and Thomaston Streets, and south to
Mechanic

31 North of Limerock to Rankin, on Cnion Street
32 Purchase Street and west to Orange Street

56
57
58
59
62
64
85
1-1

Broadway and west to Pleasant Street
Pleasant and Park Streets, all west of Iron Bridge
Knox Hospital (Private)
North Main and Maverick Streets, west to Old
County Road
Old County Road to Juniper Hill
Izikc Avenue to Rockport line
Waldo Aver.ue and nfirth to Glen Street
Militia Call
Boy Scouts
Thomaston Militia Call
Spring Street and Vicinity
Out of Town Call
Fire oui or under control

AT PARK THEATRE WEDNESDAY
“TOM SAWYER, PROSECUTOR’

♦

ROLLER canaries for sale. Males 55
Nice singers. MRS FRED OWEN. 95
Washington St.. Camden.
152*157
FOR SALE

.........................................................

LARGE oil parlor heater, small
kitchen range, solid maple kitchen set
i (table and four rhalr«i for sale: all
good condition F. E. KNIGHT 43
Maverick St.
155-157
$ODGE sedan. price $46; good
tires; mechanically O. K
See MR.
STUDLEY at Narragansett Hotel or Tel
H»4-M.____________________ 154*156
FIFTY Barred Rock pullets for sale,
just starting to lay. A E BURNS.
Union.________
154*153
GREEN hard wood. $6 cord In 1 and
■a cord loads delivered anywhere from
Rockland to Belfast. Write or call
LEON CALLAHAN. 9 Luce St., Rockland
or Lincolnville. Rt. 2
153*155
CABBAGE, lc a lb. by the ton or
the cwt ; best sauerkraut, 5c lb . ln keg
lots H G. STARRETT. Tel Warren
142.
151-159
MAN'S fur coat. $20; good condition
light weight and very warm. Size 40
'IEL. 436-M. city.
147-tf
DRY hard wood for sale. cord, sawed
; $9; fitted. $10, del. ALLEN COOAN
Warren. Tel. 40-11.
147*150-11
STOVES of all kinds for sale, $5 tc
Billy Ccok, as “Tcm Sawyer,” f??m; to be getting the best of Wil $40. C. E. OROTTON, 138 Camden St
j TEL. 1091-WK
146-c:
liam llatde (“Juniper Dunlap") m the famous couit-room scene from -5RYh^d\^od per fwt 'fitted. »1J25
“Toni Sawyer, Ditective." The village judge, Rawmond llatton, watches
H°5. M. B. & c o
the young prosei utor.—adv.
■
5—7- —;----------------- —
•
1
HARD coal for sale, also lumpy Po
----- , t , ,
cahontus soft coal; dry fitted har<
and junk wood. J. B. PAULSEN. Thom
aston. Tel. 62.
144-t

RITEBEST

Printed Stationery

THURSDAY

WANTED
MAN—Handle deliveries, also estab
llshed Landscape Nursery Business il
Knox County Experience unnecessary
Goodin's earnings this year averag
$95 weekly. KAY BEE Newark. N Y
I _____
155*1
’ HOUSEKEEPER wanted, capable o
taking charge of modern home nw
care of child; must be good cook
Write ' HOUSEKEEPER care of Cou
rler-Gazette.
154-15
COOPER wanted, year around job fo
the right party. OSCAR ELLISOF
Rf D. 3 Box 111, Waldoboro
153*15

MISCELLANEOUS

AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

OLD GOLD

UNFURNISHED apt. to let on Talbot
Ave., heated. 2 bed rooms, large living
room, kitchenette, and bath. Excellent
closet space. Hardwood floors throughj out Newly renovated. Apply to C. F.
SNOW, 130 Union St, Tel. 158. 142 - tf
FIVE-room tenement to let, newly
painted and papered: central location,
rent low for apartments and tene
ments to rent, call L A THURSTON
lTel_________________ 154-156
FIVE-room apt., lights, toilet, cellar,
garage, storage space; reasonable 7
ACHORN ST.. Tel Union 4-5. 153*155
FURNISHED and unfurnished apartments. 3 and 4 rooms, upstairs and
down. Inquire 11 JAMES ST. city
j_______________ _______________ 143-tf
HEALED, furnished apartment to let,
twe large front rooms and bath; lights
and use of telephone; $c week. FOSS
HOUSE. 77 Park St, Tel. 330.
142-tf
FURNISHED ahd unfurnished apt;'
to let. with and without bath, 12 KNOX
■ST, Tel. 156 W
_________ 140-tf
SMALL, furnished house to let at
! Spruce Head near salt water; new
garage. Ideal for year-around home1 rent reasonable CALL 793-W
106-tf
FURNISHED room to let. MBS.
C. JONES. 5 Talbot Ave., Tel. sea'
134tf
FOUR-room apartment to let. heated
hot water furnished, at 15 Summer St.
Call MRS. FROST. 318-W.
144-tf
FOUR room apartment to let all
modern.
Apply at CAMDEN and
ROCKLAND WATER CO , Tel. 634.
144-tf

FOR SALE

ROCKPORT

The Courier-Gazette

: LOST AND FOUND
WRIST watch found Wednesday. Apply CQURIER-OAZETTE
154-156
BLACK and tan fox hound lost at
Meadow Mt, Warren; no collar, name
Judy. TEL Caniden 775,_______ 155-157
DOG lost; male, llght tan pomeranlan; reward Call MRS. T F LAWSON. Copper Kettle. Tel 405. 154-156
NOTICE Is hereby giver, of the loss
of deposu, book numbered 211 nnd the
Executor of the estate asks for dupli
cate in accordance with the provision
of the State Law. ROCKLAND SAV
INGS BANK. Bv Edward J. Heiiier
Treas. Dec. 20. 1938. Rockland. Maine.
152*T 1

33 Tillson Avenue

39
41
47

Advertisements ln this column not
to exceed three lines Inserted ones fny
25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
ditional lines flve cents esch for one
time 10 cents for three times. Blx
small words to a line.

Reginald Owen and Terry Kilburn in a scene from

"A Christmas Carol”

NEVER LESS THAN
I
;

ROCKLAND Radiator Works. 28;
Maln St, rear Studley's Furniture Co
Specialists on leaking nnd damapec
r;tiialors. also circulation restored
(Formerly of 70 Park St.
153*151
YARNS for rugs and hand knitting
(Samples nnd knitting directions free
H A BARTLETT. Harmony, Me 155-1
LIVE bait for sale 15 TRINITY ST
__________________________
154*151
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall ordersolicited. H. C. RHODES, Tel. 519-J
144-tl
SKATES sharpened while you wait.
CRIE HARDWARE CO, 408 Main St
Rockland.
147-tf
WATCHMAKER—Repairing watebea,
; clocks, antiques all kinds. Call and
i deliver. S. ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23
j Amesbury St, Rockland. Tel. 958-J.
»4* -tf

H '•* ■*• •••

FOUR PERCENT PER ANNUM

••• •«.

•••

ya

(EGGS AND CHICKS;

Rockland Loan and Building Association lias
just made
SEMI ANNUAL DIVIDEND
NUMBER ONE HUNDRED THREE

It was at the rate of FOUR PERCENT PER
ANNUM and it amounted to
$11,800.00
Commence now to make MONTHLY PAYMENTS cf anv
amount up to S40 00 and be in line for DIVIDEND NUMBER ONE
HUNDRED FOUR next April.
We have SEVERAL THOUSAND DOLLARS to loan each month
on HOMES IN THIS VICINITY

Rockland Loan & Building Association
145Stf

IiABY chicks Percenter strain heavy
layers. U. S. Pullorum. Clean order
early. $10 hundred. CLARENCE ROL
LINS, Hallow ?11.
152*6
CLEMENTS Chicks give exceptionally
profitable results. Unusual Reds and
Clem-Cross Pullets. Our ‘four farm
co operative" Insures better quality for
le*
money.
Catalog free.
Write
CLEMENTS BROTHERS FARMS. R 33,
Winterport. Me.
144-52

Our Advertising
Columns Are

the
Merchant’s
Show Wmdows

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, December 27, 1938

Every-Other-Day,

OClETY
Mr. and Mrs John Beaton an
nounce the engagement of their
daughter, Miss Winona Dorothy
Thomas, to Alden W. Philbrook.
Miss Thomas graduated from Rock- ,
land High School in 1936 and has j
since been employed at Silsby's
•\
Flower Shop Mr Philbrook, who '
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
1H. Philbrook of Pleasant street,
Mr. and Mrs, Isaac B. Stinson of graduated from Rockland High in
Swan’s Island spent Christmas the class of 1930 and is employed at
...
.
,,
n.,,11 II Qtinsnll
with their on, col. Basil 11. suns • the»loca] offjce of R0Und Top Farm. |
The wedding will take place next I
Mr. and Mrs. George W Bachelder fall.
and Mr. and Mrs. John Newman
spent the holiday in Boston,
Mr. and Mrs. Hervey Allen have
L. E. Frost, after spending the
holiday with his family, returned to
South Boston last night.

Mr. and Mrs. Earl J. Haskell an
nounce the engagement of their
daughter. Miss Blanche Marie
Thistle, to Chaney H. Ripley of Ma
tinicus.
Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary,
will meet Wednesday at 7.30 at Le
gion Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Alien of Lime
rock street are enroute for Florida,
where they will again spend the
winter.

Browne Club will meet Friday
night with Mrs. Louise Ingraham,
Lindsey street.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy L. McPhee
were gue ts Chiistmas Day cf Mr.
and Mrs Carroll B. Ron o in Alfred.

Mr. and Mrs. Merle Hutchinson
entertained Christmas Day Mr. and
Mrs. Langtry Smith cf Vinal Haven.
Walter Smith and Miss Martha
Youngsman of Whitinsville. Mass,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Lulkin and Mrs.
Jennie Smith of this city.

Mrs. Harrison F. Hicks entertained
a family party of 18 in her attractive apartment at The New Thorndike Hotel Sunday. A Clirisunas
tiee with all the fun and fixings
amused the children in the aft ;vnoon, and later a delicious supper
for the grown-ups was served in the
hotel dining room.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard W Gray
announce the engagements of their
two daughters. S Blanche to Theo
dore P. Mitchell, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Mitchell ol Union: and Mar
guerite F. to Arthur 8. Hunt, son oi
Mrs. Helen Hunt of Camden. Tlie
dates for the weddings liave not
been set.

Head Colds
A few drops bring
comforting relief.
Clears clogging mu
cus, reduces swollen
membranes—helps
keep sinuses open.

WOMAN’S EDUCATIONAL CLUB

This And That

21 Lite Members: Elizabeth Messer, Nina Gregory, Mrs. Carl R.
Gray, Omaha, Neb.; Clytie French Spear, Brooklyn, N. V.; Alice
Redman; Carrie Wallace, Bremen; Mary Perry Rich, Rockland,
R. F. D.; Georgie Harkness, Bangor; Bertha Orbeton, Annie F.
Hahn, Priscilla Richardson, Mrs. Clyde H. Smith of Washington,
1). C. and Skowhegan; Cora E. Hall Bessie Bowers, Camden, Lida
Spear, Cora Haraden; Lettie Whitten, FTelen McIntosh, Louise
Coburn, Skowhegan; Jennie Flood Greger, Fairfield; Mrs. David
Talbot.

Page Severt

BURDELL’S DRESS SHOP
BEFORE STOCKTAKING SALE

Dresses - Knitwear - Skirts - Blouses
WE TAKE STOCK ON JANUARY FIRST—THEREFORE

OFFICERS

March 17, 3 p. m.—Five-minute it was late when the hostess at
. papers: Joseph Warren, Edna
reception requested the faPresidentR—Mrs.
Heath’ “
Daniel
Webster,
Leona
.bass to
. sing
,
,
....
. too
.
Rockland.
F. D.Mary Perry Rica, S;
hn Paul
Jones, Minnie
again.
"I Is
Miles; Elijah Lovejoy. Minnie Rog- iate. madam he protested. 1 feat
Vice rivwuoiu
Presidents —
—uikiiuk
Emeritae—
—Ber- era;
,,rs: OOI1I1
john nrowtl.
Brown. JjClia
Lena .viriim
Merrill I might disturb your neighbors.”
tha Orbeton, Priscilla Richardson.; Governor William Bradford, Abbie
Not at all” declared the hostess.
Rebecca
Ihgraham.
Ida Rrnristrppt
Simmons Richardson. Mary Chilton.
Louise ,
. DCSlllC.. thpv
rlsLsoned
Anrollo
Urol:
Wmmn
I,,,- Cnrvlnp ' Beaming.
I IlCy
pOLSUHCU
Aurelia Bray, Emma Bradstreet, Ingraham. Recognition for Service
tr.y dog only last week ’’
Edna Heath
• * * *
5 p. nt. speaker—Scott R. Kit
tredge. Portland. "National Emer- , One thing the radio has taught
Secretary—Cora Haraden.
[ gency Council."
been in Boston, where they met
i the public—not to applaud between |
Assistant—Marguerite Gould.
their son Robert, a student at Johns
movements of a symphony. Most
6 p. m.—Box lunch, coffee.
Hopkins College, who returned witli
Treasurer—Zaida Winslow.
people take it out In coughing.
them to Rockland to spend the holi
7 p. m., Guest speakers—Dr. Beu
MARKED AT VERY LOW PRICES FOR IMMEDIATE DISPOSAL
Auditor—Bertha Orbeton.
day recess.
lah Burhoe, Portland. Westbrook , Bull fighting Ls expensive busiJunior
College,
topic,
"Guidance,
a
I
realize
that
as
manv
Press Reporter—Marguerite Gould Function of the School." Forum. | ness ula you realize lnat as many
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Ulmer Sr. and
Club Poets—Elizabeth Marsh. Sara Pictures: "Waterfalls." Maine De- as 1300 bulls have been killed in
daughter Mrs. Faith Brown, were McCullagh, Irene Moran, Effie Law- velopment Commission; Prof T. M. j one year In the arena in Spain
. • • •
dinner guests Christmas day, of rence, Dorothie Harvie. Etta San- Griffiths. of Colby College. "The ,
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Martin, at their j born. Delora Morrill, Clytie French New History.
; -And would you believe Itl All
home in New Harbor.
| st*ar- shlrley Rolli?s„ J®n,?ie M
April 7,-Papers. Robert Morns. Iof thc beautlIul and unusual breeds
Kreger, Leah Ramsdell Fuller. Ruth
goldfish of today are descendants
Eilingwood. Winifred Horton, Mary Marion Lindsey; Roger Sherman. !
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Ristaino Perry Rich. Jessie Stewart.
Entma Bradstreet; Sam Adams.' of ^common carp."
Georgia Snow; Richard Henry Lee, [
....
and family, have gone to SpringCritics and History Quiz—Nettie
TS■
*» °» « »
field. Mass., to spend a few days
Stewart. Ellen Dyer, Diana Pitts.
Rubinstein Club Presents
at the home of Mrs. Ristaino’s
mons; Elder Brewster Lizzie Smith. meroUs lectures said she wondered
Program, Reflecting Its
father, who Is very ill.
Perfect Attendance for 1938 stated Recognition for Service.
where the future would lead the
meetings—Mary Perry Rich, Bertha
next
generation.
Personally,
I
Members’ Talent
I Orbeton. Priscilla Richardson. For
5n m_SDeftkf,r Jll(lBP „ar, v I
‘
Miss Jennie GupUll spent Christ- [ 12 pit.nlCj Mary Per,-y Rich zaida I wilbuT. ■ Courts "
J
Hany would not mind knowing where this
mas with Mr. and Mrs. B A. I Winslow
Rubinstein Club members and
one is being led by her husband
Durkee, in Camden
and his ilk. And will the world guests composed a large and ap
6
p.
m
—
Box
lunch,
coffee.
Magazine awards for building
I ever get back what has been lost preciative audience Friday night al
membership Mary Perry Rich. Re
7 p. m.— Nominating Committee. in the past six years?
YOUR SOCIAL ITEMS
becca Ingraham, Ida Simmons.
tlie Universalist vestry when Mrs
Guest speakers, Judge Charles W.
• * * *
Atchley,
Waterville,
topic.
"The
Dora Bird, chairman presented a
1938
Interim
Hostesses.
12
picnics
Winter or summer The Cou
Do hunters know the reason Mal- program appropriah to tlie Christ
—Minnie Mile.-. Effie Lawrence. Lena Farblcin Child," Forum. Pictures.
rier-Gazette is always glad to
i lard ducks churn up the water with
Merrill. Minnie Regers. Caroline
have items which concern ar
May 5—Papers. Thomas Paine. i their feet so often? It’s 'to bring mas season.
Sleeper. Nina Gregory. Mary Fales
In place of the customary paper.
rivals and departures of people,
Mrs. Franz. Simmons. Kate Gould, Castera Means: Miles Standish. Evie worms from the bottom to Ihe surMrs. Bird read extracts from "The
Lelia Benner. Lizzie Smith Marion Loring; John Smith. Aurelia Bray:
the social gatherings, engage
Henry Hudson. Mary Fales; El , lace. Their food.
Slumber Songs of the Madonna.”
Weidman. Louise Ingraham.
ment announcements, weddings,
bridge Gerry. Marlon Weidman; Co
• • • •
by Alfred Noyes, in a manner of
etc. Please telephone our society
lumbus.
Kate
Gould;
George
Mo
1938 Interim Guest Speakers <32»
And .-peaking of airships, the new ! lofty simplicity. The program which
son.
Carolyn
Sleeper.
Recognition
-Ex-Mayor Harold Dubord. Hector
reporter, Mrs. Warren C. Noyes,
i land plane speed record is 394.147 followed was highly representative
The llall of fharmary. i
G. Staples. Mrs Elizabeth Soucy. J [ Dav. Blue Ribon Awards.
873-R, or send directly to this
Hr. B m. Jar Srhirffrlin,
| miles an hour. This was accom- ' oi the meritorious talent within
Crosby Hobbs. Stuart C. Burgess
office.
farmer I’retidenl, Nation
Albert B. Elliot. Dr. Roland Tanner
5 p. m. Speaker—Joseph T. Syl- pllshed by a Ge: man. Do you sup - j the club.
!
al U liuletale Ibugfiilt
Robert Pendleton. Dr. Bordeau Sisco, j vest<r Junior. Camden, topic, "The pcse it might have been someone i
I
Tlie lovely gowns worn by the
Aaitrialion, prrtiilinK al
:
Dr.
H.
N.
Sisco.
Prof
Harry
Baker,
j
Tax
Lien
Law
.
Public
supper.
trying to escape Hitler?
detliratiaii of llall af
i Junior Harmony Club will meet Rev. John Taylor Holman. 8idney
participants, amid an artistic set
• * • *
riiarmacrf
6 o’clock Thursday at Commun- i Davis. Jerome Burrows. ex-Mavor
‘ P m Officers Reports, erecting of lighted candles and Christ
Mary Pirk/onl raiirt flan
ity Building. A full attendance is Charles M. Richardson. Rev. Dr tlon- Guest speakers. Kenneth J.
And now Holland is hastening j mas wreaths, arranged by Misses
urer drug building.
Guy
Wilson.
Congressman
Clyde
H
!
Smith
Watenrtlle.
State
Sec
y
Y.
M.
requested as a music memory conpreparations for air defense in the Mary and Dorothy Lawry, enhanced
t0P'c Cnaracter in Action.
*est
begin at that time and Smith, Mrs. Margaret Smith, John c
Dutch East Indies.
the beauty of the music. These
there will be choral practice, un Trott, Mrs. E. M. Lawrence. Mrs. I F*etur®snumbers were executed:
Everett E. Pitts. E. M. Lawrence. R
der the direction of Mrs Grace C. Jewell. William F. Robinson, MilEsten Blake of the Kennebec
A recent survey of the taxes on Piano duet S.ilnt Nicks Folly, Dehr
Mrs. Kathleen tO'Hara. Mrs
Strout.
! ler Bergen. Mrs Karyu Ap Rice, Journal staff spent Christmas at his ; tires shows that tire consumer now
Blanche Lermond
I Rev. Helen Carlson, Congressman R. fotmer Rockland home.
Adams
pays taxes amounting to about $5 Vocal—Cantlqtie de Noel,
Mrs
Katherine Rice,
O.
Brewster,
Rodney
Thompson.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Breen and
-------; for every set of tires for ihe averguest soprano
Nancy G. Brown. Frank H. Ingra
Pikno—Valse Brtllante,
Chopin
Miss Bernice Tibbetts of Augusta, ham Rev. N. F. Atwcod.
Lawrence Pike and Vina Paulsen.! age pa.-:?nger car.
Mt.« Laura Meserve
were guests Monday of Mrs. Rose
Vocal
—
Luilaby.
Brahms
both of Lewiston, visited Mr Pike s I
Mrs Evelyn Andrews, aonrarro
Bronze- tablet unveiling al the parents Sunday in this city.
Prescott and other relatives in
I Heard in Florida: Sportsman Musical reading—The Night Belore
Shrine of Edna St. Vincent Millay.
Christmas.
Vollvnhoveri
Rockland.
-------I < who thinks he has barked a winSept. 6. 1935. was followed by bronze
Mrs Beulah. Ames
Mrs.
Faith
Berry
at
the
piano
Christmas
dinner
gue<t
of
llm
uen.
"Did
you
send
off
that
wire
tablet unveiling Sept. 3. 1937. at
Vocal- Thun That Tellest (Handera
: Members of T Club were enter- birthplace of the famous sister ac-: Andrew Coffeys at Ash Pouit in- in time?"
Messiah),
tained Friday night by Mrs. Edna tresses Maxine Elliott and Gertrude duded Mrs. Jessie Robbins. Mr
Mrs Marianne Bullard
"Yes. sir; but the money was a bit Violin—Praeludluni,
Bach
r
.
u
„ ..
Robbins, at her home in Rockport. Elliott <Lady Fofbes-Robertson). o’.
Miss Bertha Luce
The World’s Fair participation of morrow.
Located at tlie Hall of
13 Hall street.
,8nd Mrs E c I«V"ham. F. C. short so I left out the name of the
I Mrs. Robbins was assisted by Mrs
; Lindsey Jr.. Mr. and Mrs. Fred horse. That didn’t matter, did it?" Vocal—Christinas Bells Are Ringing
the pharmaceutical industry will fea Pharmacy at the Fair will Ue the
Hamblen
Veda Brown.
• • * *
Mrs. Lillian Joyce
1938 Key Women—For Prompt Snow and daughters Jackie and
ture the ethical story behind the Kx International Drug Club, a social
and trade relation
organization,
Plano—T»"i Preludes.
Chopin
There
seems
to
be
a
mix-up
in
the
symbol; a dramatic story of the membership in which will he offered
Carolyn and James Pillsbury oi
Mrs. Ruth Collemer
Miss Ruth ClufT is spending thc Simmons, Rebecca Ingraham. Cora
Vocal
—
Voices
of
the
Sky.
Matthews
family medicine chest; and tire drug to each of tlie r»0,()00 retail druggists
Haraden. Emma Bradstreet, Pris Gorham on his return to Gorham distribution system, when one finds
Miss Margaret Simmons
v?ek at her Auburn home.
store of yesterday, today, and to in the United Stales.
ensemble—Qesu Bambino, Yon
cilla Richardson. Zaida Winslow. i Sunday night. Mr. Pillsbury was that the President of the United Vocal
Miss Simmons, Mrs. Joyce. Mrs
States
has
for
sale
1023
Christmas
[accompanied
by
Miss
Madeline
Lorita Bicknell. Mrs. Carleen
The fourth birthday of Earle Jr.,
Many ciubs in this club—A liter
Nu’t Mrs Lydia Storer. with
trees and sells them to good profit.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Earle R. Gow ary
violin obligato hy Miss Luce
patriotic, study.
current I Coffey, who is to be the bridesmaid
But
the
White
House
tree
was
ell, was delightfully observed Fri- events, civic, service club. Continu- "
sisters wedding which tak
The accompanists of the evening
bought from another source.
day when a stag party was given ous sessions at G. A. R. hall. 3 to 9.30 | Place on the 28.h
were Mrs. Berry, Mrs. Ruth San
• * • •
Friday. Jan. 20 to May 5, then irreg
i at the Gowell home in Thomaston
ular home picnics, always with
All who are expecting to visit Lon born. Mrs Grace Strout and Mi.,.
Eowin Libby Relief Corps meets
1 Christmas decorations were used at speakers. Come any time. Annual
Lermond.
don
can keep this in mind. The
thc luncheon table, an afternoon dues 25 cents, no further obligation , Thursday nigh: with supper at 6
Lord Mayor rank' second only to the
of games being fully enjoyed by tlie Fife membership five dollars Every o'clock. Mrs. Minnie Smith chair.
ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED
King, so do not try any barging in
feminine is eligible.
man.
A
business
meeting
follows
youngsters, as well as the inspection
•
*
•
•
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence H. Dunn
Study — 'Psychology.
Current at 7.30.
of many nice gifts. Prize games
How very resourceful science lias
Events.
Social
Problems.
Civics.
cf
Portland and Thomaston arc an
were won by Arthur James Elliot
Book Reviews. Five minute papers
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard L. Wiggin become. Pullman windows were so nouncing the engagement of their
2d of Thomaston and Keith Daniels cn Patriots. U. S. History, with local
impassible
to
epen.
they
have
now
holiday weekdaughter Eloise Pendleton to LeRoy
of Rockland. Other guests were guest speakers at 5 p. m. Club coffee [! of .Augusta..spent Jthe
..
, _
• air-conditioned the trains.
at
6
p.
m.
in
dining
hall.
State.
end
*
lt
*
1
Mr
an:1
Mrs.
John Post.
Comly Jr. son of Mr. and Mrs. Le
John Black. David Bird. David
• e • •
Scarlott. Bradford and Henry Sleep speakers, pictures, music, forum Summer street.
George: "My family goe; back Roy Comly of Jenkinstown. Pa.
same evening, all free to members.
Miss Dunn is a graduate of Oak
er and Billy McLoon.
The "Ford Cleaners" on Limerock to Henry the Eighth. Think of that! Grove School, Vassalboro, and is a
Patriotic Devotions—The Lord's
Marge: "Ooo:i. when do they
Mr. and Mrs. Milton French of Frayer, Preamble to U. S Constitu- treet was the scene of a very jolly start?"
senior at Beaver College. Jenkins
tion.
Americans
Creed.
Gettysburg
I
Christmas
tree
party
Saturday
eve

Simonton, were dinner guests Sun
• • • •
town, Pa.
Address.
Flag
Salute,
memorized,
re

ning. Mrs. Warren Paisons. act
■
day of Mr. French's parents, Mr peated in unision standing.
Mr. Comly is a graduate of
Toymakers seem to be' going in
ing as Santa Claus, distributed
and Mrs. Fred French. Granite
for mass prcduction these days, i Franklin Marshall College, Lancas
Jan. 20. 1938.GAR. Hall 3 p. m. gifts to Mrs. Clara Calderwood, Mrs making up replicas of the Dionnes ter. Pa., and is a member of the
*
street.
—Current Events. Quotations. Mem James Roach. Mrs. Teresa Walker
and Snow White and the Seven Sigma Pi Fraternity. Mr. Comly is
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Greene ory Drill, Psychology. History Quiz. and Miss Jean Calderwood.
Dwarfs. Someone suggested Ali associated with hls father in Comly
Constitution. Catechism. Success
were guests Christmas day of their Stories. Human Problems. FiveBaba and the Forty Thieves for Incorporated of Philadelphia.
daughter Mrs. Warren Hamilton in Minute Papers. Henry Knox Diana
Tlie wedding will take place in the
Christmas time.
Pitts; Franklin. Lelia Benner; Madi
Portland.
• * • •
summer.
son. Helen Carlson; Hamilton. Net
Inventions are fast changing many
Arthur Brewer went to New York tie Stewart; Washington. Mar
occupations such as corn huskings.
guerite Gould; Jefferson. Zaida
Mrs. A. L. Vose has gone to Bos
Friday to spend the Christmas va Winslow.
CAMDEN
New mechanical huskers are used in ton to visit her daughter Mr.cation with his mother. Mrs. Mary
the corn belt, and walnuts are Gccrg? Porter.
Blue Ribbon Awards—New Key
Brewer and sister. Miss Dorothy
cracked hy an explosion proects
Women.
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
Brewer.
which frees them in mass order per
5 p. m. Speakers—Mrs. Nellie Ba!-1
DECEMBER 28-29
fectly. Someone suggests lutun
Wednesday Night Is
Mr. and Mrs. Fred French have lard, Women in Business; Hervey R
pretry to read thus: "When machine
as holiday guest, Mrs French's ' Pease- Wiscasset, topic "Law-Mak
ing Mechanics;” Stuart Burgess. |
AWARD NITE $200
oil is on thc pumpkin and thc fodder
sister. Mrs. E. C. Dunbar of Lowell, "Is the American Profit System ;
He Adventare of Mark Twaut i Mississippi Oays
Ls electrically . hock >d.”
Mass.
Doomed?"
W'w m the Screen!
Well! Well! Paris ;ays that taf7.15
—
Gents.
Devotions,
Rec

Tlie engagement of Walter M. Gay
70M SftWytR
ords. Applicants. Reports, Business
feta is tops for •.ashes for fur coats.
of this city and Miss Winona E. Rob Reports: Attendance, solid reading,
What next?
ooEcnvt.
inson of Warren is announced. Mr. critics, charter, New Life Members
Ga.v. son of Mrs. Clarence E. Bar Announcements. Pay Dues Memo
,08110
0X0**0" Bitucow!
And girls, do not ski without tlie
♦
nard. is a graduate of Rockland rial Music. Guest Speakers: Gov
proper
scarf
to
set
of!
the
perfect
High School and Bates College, and ernor Lewis O. Barows. "Maine."
Pictures. "Spuds To You." William
figute as you gli '.e with brilliant col
is principal of Warren High School. , A. Wheeler. Portland.
Forum.
ors .lying.
THURSDAY
from which the bride-to-be gradu-1 Blest Be the Tie That Binds"
• • « *
nted last June. She is now a stu • ;
Madrid plainly tells the bull fight
Feb. 17. 3 p. in.—Lessons, Discus
dent at University of Maine.
sions. Current Events, Papers—Anne j
ers they must do their fighting in
Hutchinson, Marion Waldron; Wil
overalls. Tills ls because of the
Mr. and Mrs. Henry E. Clukey of liam Penn. Bertha Orbeton; Mary |
dreadful war. What sorrow to rce
School street jiad as a holiday guest Chilton. Lida Spear; Eli Whitney.
no brilliant colons in the field.
their daughter. Mrs. Vada Komich Robert Fulton. William Lloyd Gar-1
• • • •
rison, Mary Perry Rich. Wendell j
of Newburyport. Mass.
Phillips, Etta Sanborn: Old Abe.)
Tlie Treasury Department inves
I.aura Tcxtor (left) and Beltina Norberg, who say Alaska is
Minnie Cro s. Service Recognition. •
tigators are ready with 3000 men to With REGINALD OWEN • GENE LOCKHART “thc
Alfred Greenlaw was home from
grandest place in the world.” could not wait lor opening of
watch
spies
ln
this
country.
They
5 p. rn.—Guest Speaker. Dr. John
thc California World’s Fair next year. Tlie v “nipshed” there with
New Britain, Conn., for the holiday.
TODAY
Trainer Kill Thompson’s famous dog ieam and here are seen on
Smith
Lowe. "Is Democracy
are thoroughly oiganized.
•TIIE STORM"
paint-bedecked Treasure Island in San Francisco Bay.
* * 4> •
with CHARLES BICKFORD
Mr and Mrs. Charles H. Berry Doomed?"
Hyde: "My shaving brush is very
kept open house Christmas morn
7 p. m. Devotions. Reports. Busi
I
stiff.
I wonder what' has happened
ness,
Applicants.
Announcements,
ing to about 50 friends. An infor
j to it?”
mal social time continued through pay dues Quest speakers, Dr.
F.anklin Johnson. President Colby
Bride: "Why. that's funny. It
thc forenoon. Tlie rooms were College. Subject, "Mayflower Hill."
j was nice and soft when I painted
[most attractive in decorations of Pictures: "Scenic Highways." Ever
TEL 40-1
II lie bird cage yesterday."
Christmas greens and cut flowers. ett P. Greaton, Augusta.

-------

WE HAVE 36 WOMEN’S DRESSES

WE HAVE 40 MISSES’ DRESSES
WE HAVE 12 KNIT SUITS

WE HAVE A SMALL LOT OF SWEATERS. SKIRTS
AND BLOUSES

Sale Begins Today, Continuing All This Week

Christmas Concert

Wonders of Pharmacy lo He Shown
At New York World's Fair 1939

p•••

Beauties ‘MusJf to Fair

Vicks

Va-tro-nol
WED.-THURS.

FROM M-G-M COMES
THE NEW HIT!
Great muaic . . •
greater aoul-thrilla
-Q this brilliant

pi ‘

n

King’

COMIQUE

Introducing

MILIZA KORJUS
Pronounced

"Gorgeoui! ”

Beautiful new
song sensation!

GREAT WALTZ
IVlSH

rrtNAND

MILIZA

RAINERfiRAVFTKORJUS
JX s

HUGH HERBERT
LIONEL ATWILL

I'T

rati of ihoutantbl

NOW PLAYING
“DAWN PATROL"
wit ii
ERROL FLYNN. GEO. BRENT

Phone 892
Shows—Mat. 2. Evg., 6.30. 8.30
Continuous Sat. 2.00 to 10.30

MIDNITE SHOW’
NEW’ YEARS EVE (SAT NITE)

Pusenting
"ARTISTS AND MODELS
ABROAD"
witli JACK KENNY

1

-S'

Courier Gizette Want Ads Work Wonders

i
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By Chuck Cochard

Hollywood,—Along about this time j a story—the scenario is sent to Will
of the year we get the ten-best fever { Haye '. head of the Motion Picture
and so without further ado we are Producers' Association, to get the
presenting our selection of the ten official authorization to make into
a film. He blue-pencils everything
best pictures of the year.
that might have to be eliminated
"Marie Antoinette" co-starring later. This is called self-censorTyrone Power and Norma Shearer ship What the countries object to.
-.****
with an all-star cast without a doubt
Japan objects to over-long kiss
rates the tcp position as the finest
ing. Czechoslovakia and Java to
picture of the vear of 1938.
bank robberies, England to Ameri• • » •
can engine wheels on English trains,
In second place is "The Sisters"
Singapore to loese morals, Chicago
featuring Errol Flynn and Bette
to gangster activities, and Eastern
Davis. Here is one of the finest
dramatic achievements cf the year countries to anything causuig the
white race to be embarrassed.
with Miss Dav s doing the finest
* * • *
woik of her leng career.
P om a lock at the records for the
• • • •
last ten years it can be shown that
"Snow White and the Seven
sex impropriety and inciting to
Dwarfs" just can’t be left out of this
crime were, and still are. the chief
because of the fact it is the first all ‘grounds of scissoring. About 65 per
feature cartoon. All ready it has 1 cent of the cuts were on the score of
started a new trend in the animated sex suggestiveness, and 30 per cent
field of cartooning, Hats off to I for criminal activity.
genius Walt Disney .
I
In America the motion picture
"Algiers' with Charles Boyer and bu iness has a code of rules which
the lovely Hedy Lamarr and a bril must be followed at all times. The
liant all-star cast easily rates the most outstanding case of censor
fourth position in the list of the ten- ship was the 1933 Czecholsovakian
best for 1938.
! film "Ecstacy" starring the now

form oases of grazing land, and
patches of cultivation, where at
lease some of the exotic products
Where Men of Spain Have introduced by the Moors still thrive.
Been Fighting Dogged Chief among these man-made gar' den spots of the central Ebro, yieldBattles
I ing olives, grapes, tobacco, and
The strategic importance of riv ! cereals, is the irrigation district
ers in warfare is again demonstrat ! which surrounds Saragossa, now
ed as months of dogged fighting in I beld by the Insurgents,
the Ebro Valiev find this section I ‘T° tbe soutb- f!owir'« ,cward the
of northeast Spain still hotly con- \lower valley- in Lo>'alist bands- the
tested by Insurgent and Loyalist IEbro Picks UP new tributaries that
forces
| replace moisture lost through irri“The Ebro River, the longest «ation and absorption, and pour
Iberian stream to empty into the Weaving water into the thirsty.
Mediterranean, is one of Spain's jsabJ’ lowlands of Aragon and Catavital assets." says a bulletin from , ‘onia
"In the last three months of tne
the Washington, D. C., headquarters
of the National Geographic Society. Spanish War this region has been
"It is. however, a fickle waterway turned into a battlefield. But even
that plunges toward the sea from a in normal times a continual struggle
mountainous interior, foaming over of man against nature is the price
rapids at some spots and narrowing of survival.

• • • ♦

The Ebro Valley

to a ribbon of water at others. Thus
A Land of Extremes
[ts course js not jo much a boon to
"Drough and flood take toll of
communications—either in war or
crops. After one of the typically
peace-as a source of fertility to
torrential downpours the smallest
region's desertlike soil.
creeks swell to raging rivers. Canals
Moorish Invasion Brought
may reduce the volume of floods,
Irrigation
but there are still problems of un
"On a relief map of Spain the protected thin soil easily swept from
Ebro River marks a lane of precari- i hillsides by rain and wind.
ous fertility through rocky gorges j “As in most parts of the great
and high, dry plateaus. Rising just Ebro basin, extremes of heat and
west cf the Pyrenees Mountain? and I cold punish both soil and inhabiflcwing nearly 500 miles southeast tants of lower districts Moisture ls
to its Mediterranean outlet, it wa- 1 so scarce in some areas that homes
ters seme 32.000 miles of territory- are colored red because men feund
it cheaper to mix mortar with wine
in seven Spanish provinces.
"As war dispatches trace shifting than to transport precious water.
“As far south as the coast lands,
pclltical boundaries across the geo
graphic face of Spam, some four- hot winds blow down from the arid
fifths of the Ebro's long journey is i plains of Aragon, where irrigation
within Insurgent territory, the re is the only hope of life.
"The Inhabitants of the Ebro
maining stretch running through
the present battleground on the Valley are extreme in character.!
especially in the more remote vil
Loyalist side of the line.
"Making its tortuous way over the lages. accessible only by foot or
barren tableland of north-centra! donkey path. The independence cf
Spqin. this river system provides the these Spaniards is especially marked
source for still useful irrigation among the Aragonese They are
works built by the Moors nearly a noted for their stubbornness and
So unyielding are they,
dozen centuries ago. Its canals, bravery.
serving as an aid to navigation, also both in trifles and in matters of 1m-

! famous Hedy Lamarr. The nude
"Test P.lot' with the screen's most
bathing and the theme of the story
favorite man and woman. Clark
were the main objections.
Gable and Myrna Loy deserves all
the praise one can pay it. Fine en
And when it's all raid and done,
tertainment tom beginning to end censorship will never be accom
and marvelous photography.
plished by any one person or group
• • • •
Of persons. The solution seems to
“Beys Town' with the year's big
be in the acquiring of good taste bygest sensation Mickey Rooney, and
writers. producers, directors, play
Spencer Tracy in the supporting coers. exhibitors, and last but not
starring role. Here is one of the
least theatergoers.
epics of the talking picture era and
• • • •
certainly deserving of the sixth po
For the first time, your Holly
sition of the year's ter.-best pictures. wood correspondent reveals the deep
• • • »
secrets of your favorite screen love
For the seventh spot we have
lies. In other words their favorite
selected t"The Rage of Paris" coperfumes Claudette Colbert likes
starring Douglass Fairbanks Jr. and
“Pas ion Hour."
Danielle Darrieux <her first Ameri
can picture). Easily one of the best
Carole Lombard's preference is
motion pictures of 3he year of 1938. for “Indiscreet." Madeleine Carroll
Miss Darrieux became a star over* jsays her scent is "LAlmant' <The
night as the result of this picture
Loving).
Dorothy Lamour likes
• • • •
"Burning Night.” Irene Hervey,
“Love Finds Andy Hardy," cne of
"Call to Arms," Marlene Dietrich,
those famous Judge Hardy family
"Fleur D'Amour.” Irene Dunne.
series 'and by far the best), started
-Ecstacy Interlude.”
n new trend in bringing the silver
screen back to the simple American
Tyrone Power. Alice Faye, and Al
plot. Ar.d it was the reason for Jolson have been set to co-feature
Mickey Rooney's sudden spurt to in "Rose of Washington Square"
stardom.
I1 which will be made along the lines
• • • •
cf “Alexander's Ragtime Band) . . .
In ninth position of the ten-best Claire Trevor gets the lead opposi’e
p.ctures of 1938 we find "You Can't
Eing Crosby In "East Side of
Take It With You" with Lionel Heaven." . . . Those two screen
Barrymore Jimmy Stewart Spring
menaces have been cast together in
Byington. Jean Arthur. Edward “Son of Frankenstein." We mean
Arnoldf and Mischa Auer. A perfect
Boris Karloff and Bela Lugosi . . .
picture—casting.
directing
and "Song of the West" will have a
acting.
million dollar cast in Nelson Eddv,
• • • •
Virginia Bruce. Lionel Barrymore,
And as a list of the ten-best can't
Victor McLaglen and Edward
leave out a musical we have selected
Arnold.
"Alexander's Ragtime Band” with
• • • •
the cream of 20th Century-Fox's
"Thanks For Everything" fea
talent—Don Ameche. Tyrone Power turing Adolphe Menjou. Jack Oakie.
and Alice Faye,
Jack Haley, Arlcen Whelan. Tony i
♦ • • •
Martin, anti Binnie Barnes is a fun
The most outstanding discovery of
ny picture (will cause some good
the year was the sensational rise of
laughs) and will appeal to the aver
Mickey Rcor.ey (all the result of
age mevie-fan. Nothing to write
"Love Finds Andy Hardy").
home about. A 2 Star-Lite laugh
• • • •
Hedy Lamarr was not far behind getter.

in the final analysis and rates the
number two spot.

• • • •

Warner Bros, new star, John Gar
field easily rates next position as one
of the year's new stars.
DannieEc Darrieux for her grand
woik in 'The Rage of Paris" copped
off fourth position without any diffi
culty.
• * • •
Terry Kilburn the youngster who
walked away with the picture "Lord
Jeff” and equally as well with unicleased picture "A Christmas
Carol" walked away with the fifth
position.
• • • •
The sudden rise of Paulette God
dard was nothing short of sensatonal and her work has been equally
as good. She rates number six.
• •

a

»

Eddie Albert a new comedian to
the field of Hollywood's large com
munity deserves the seventh spot
with ail honors.
•

Every-Other-Day
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Thc return of Lew Ayres to the
tcp-ianking field is cne of the highl ghts of the year of 1938.
• • • •
In the ninth spot is Jimmy Cag
ney for his abEity to return to the
tap after a dull two and a half years.
And last but not least the screen's
newest addition is none other than
Dcpey. thc loveable dwarf of “SnowWhite and the Seven Dwarfs.”

• • V «

“A-ROWING WE SHALL GO”

COURT OF PEACE IN PANORAMIC
AIR VIEW OF NEW YORK FAIR

NEW YORK—Marked “2” in this aerial photograph, the Court ol
Peace »a« recently dedicated at the New York World’» 1'nir 1939 a«
the exposition's greatest single pledge to the aihanrrm ,.l of interna
tional fellowship. The Court, with a capacity of 30,000 persons, will
he the focus of sixty-two nations representing ninety per cent of the
globe's inhabited regions.
Other nui.
ted sites or projects to represent various nations are:

I. Inited Stales federal Building 3. Canada! 4. Argentina: 5. Nor

portance. that there is a 'aying mak.ng military headlines as In
that they 'drive nails with their surgents and Loyalists fight for the
territory through which it pushes
heads.’
its
last hundred n-.lles."
Where Gcogarphy Mikes History

"To the ruggd and lonely nature
of this part of Spain is largely du?
the military history of the country.
Because of .the great mountain
systems that cress Spain horizon
tally. almost, as seme or.e has sail,
‘like visible degrees of latitude,' the
path of armies has often been by
way cf the big river valleys.
"In ancient times th? Ebro
marked the boundary line between
Rome and Carthage, while it was
westward up this valley that the
Romans later pushed their con
quest.
“During the centuries cf religious
- struggle between Christians and
Moslems, Ebro towns of Tudela.
Saragosa. Tortosa and Lerida saw
the deelsve battles that ended
Moorish rule over Aragon and
Catalonia.
I “Eight hundred years later the
' bicod of Englishmen was spilled
' near the headwaters of this historic
river in the Wellington campaign
of the Peninsular War against
At her anchorage in the Caribbean, the deck crew ot th» Crace Line • Napoleon; while today, some 400
"Santa Paula" put over a life boat for a practice roz> during a beat drill.
miles downriver, the Ebro is again

MONEY-SAVING HINTS
ON HOME HEATING

Licc Net Curtains
Do Not Inteifere With Func
tional Duty cf Venetian
Blinds
The veiling of Venetian blinds
with sheer cu tains mark the rise
of a wir.dcw-deeorating fashion that
toes hand in hand with the trend
it: women's fashion
A few years
ago severe, almost masculine slmp’ieitly was thc aule ln womens
clothes, cf which man-tailored suits
and stia'ght boyish dresses were
good examples About the same
time Venetian blinds renewed their
vegue at the windows in homes and
with them were hung side draperies.
There were no cu:tains over the,
blinds
Women fell right ln step with the I
plan, so much :o that the impres-!
sion grsw that side draperies were 1
the cnly correct window decoration I
to use with blinds. And this idea
v.as in hatmony with the severely,
simple clothes women were wearing 1
Graceful, feminine details were

by JOHN BARCLAY, Heating Expert

Banking the Fire
There is a right and wrong way
to bank the fire for the night.
Here are a few suggestions that
will make this operati-. it <f your
heating plant easier for you:
First, and only if necessary to
make room for fresh coal, gently
shake the grates until the first
red glow appears in the ashpit.
Then with
shovel or hoe
pull the live
coals to the
front so that
the firebed
slopes down
ward toward
the back of
the furnace
»A«TkY
forming a
MU
hollow. Place
fresh coal in
this hollow.
Remember to
always leave a spot cf live coals
exposed directly in front rf the
fire-door. This will act as a pilot
light to ignite the gases given tff

by the fresh coal. Be sure to al
low enough time for these gases
t> burn t-ff.
Next, close the ashpit damper
and open the check damper wide.
The turn damper should of course
be kft in its usual position,
nearly closed. Never leave the
fire-door open when the fire
is banked.
Never, under
(M«li
any circum
stances, use
ashes to bank
the fire. You
will only suc
ceed in comp 1 e t e 1 y
smothering the fire
and clinkers
may result.
If you fol
low
these
suggestions for hanking, the fire
will last through the night—and
will di liver quick heat in the
morning when youopen the draft.

(8)
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First Television Photo of Automobile

"Dramatic School" starring Lutse
Rainer and Paulette Goddard with j
A'.an Marshall. Lana Turner, and i
Genevieve Tobin is a story of a ’
school where young .starlets are I
trained and then transferred to the
theater. A simple story that will
find favor with some (However, it
didn't catch our fancy). It doesnt
stand up to what we expected ol it |
before the preview. Miss Rainer is
as usual good. A 2 Star-Lite picture.
• a a a

Ann Sheridan, one of the screen's
newest starlets, was bom on Feb
ruary 21, 1915 in Dallas, Texas . . .
Real name is Clara Lou Sheridan . .
Nicknamed Tex, Annie, and Red ...
Started on her movie career singing
with a dance orchestra ... Possesses
one of the most beautiful figures in
Hollywood . . . Sidelites: Her eyes
are large, hazel color (brown),
heavily lashed; she stands 5 feet and
weighs 118 pounds; and has a batch
of crimson hair that would knock
ycur eye out . . . Latest in "Angels
With Dirty Faces."
THOSE CARROT RECIPES

i

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Through these columns. I express
my appreciation to the women who
sent in carrot recipes. I tried both
and they are delicious. I also read
with interest the letter from Boze
telling about Wisconsin mincemeat.
• a • •
The two best columns in the pa
And we hope by this time you have
per
are The Black Cat and This and
a gcod size list of your own ten-best
pictures of the year. Until next That. Information and up-to-date
week remember that "Moton Pic news appear in The Black Cat; and
tures Are Your Best Entertainment." while on the subject of pussies I
• • • •
might add that my mother has a
Hollywood, — (Exclusive) — Old cat which will play dead and
man censor gives the movie makers 1 stretch full length of the floor, bein this city more headaches than sides performing other tricks
Mrs. S.
any otner single onc person! You
Owl's Head Dec 24
cent escape him—hes in everv
cc untry.
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
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way; 6. Eire; 7. Rumania; 8. U. S. S. R.; 9. Czechoslovakia; 10.
Japan; II. Belgium; 12. Sweden; 13. Turkey; 14. laigoon of Nations;
13. Eranrr; 16. Brazil; 17. British Empire; 18. Italy; 19. Chile;
20. Eengue of Nations; 21. Portugal; 22. Venezuela; 23. Poland;
24. Netherlands, and 23. Switzerland.
These projects and unnumbered privatr exhibitions and exposition
buildings in the foreground will, with other projects not included in
the photograph, represent an investment of 8130,000,000 before tho
Eair oDrns next April 30.

A special demonstration of modern television, to
show its present stage of development In the experi
mental laboratory, was staged for top-flight execu
tives of the auto industry while they were in New
York for the Auto Show.
First to appear in Rockefeller Plaza before the
“iconoscope” or television camera (5) was this new
1939 Plymouth sedan (4). As E. P. H. James, NBC
master of ceremonies, greeted arriving officials, the
image was “piped” through a new mobile transmitter
(2) to television receivers high up in the RCA Build
ing. Here auto executives saw their products for the
first time as they might appear on television screens
when regular broadcasts begin next year.

At the start of the show, with James at the micro
phone (3) are Plymouth Vice-President Harry G.
Moock and A. D. Innis, N. Y. regional manager. The
program also included "televised” movies and in
door studio scenes, with models explaining new car
features before giant television cameras set up in
Hollywood style (1),
Plymouth was first to employ special apparatus,
similar to television, In the auto laboratory. Cathode
ray tubes, only slightly smaller than the latest tele
vision type, were used first for acoustic studies that
resulted in the new Plymouth's “hushed ride,” and
later helped develop new high-torque engine perform
ance for this
------ . ----------------- 4 *-

Now fa.-hlcn both In home decoi ticn* end personal deccrat.on.
calls fcr much greater charm and
softness. The idea of hanging
sheer curtains, rush as open weave
lace nets, over Venetian blinds has
ttpped right alcng with this trend
to softr.es-. For the new year, it
hes reached a p.ace of real impor
tance in thc dressing up of windows.
Lace r.et curtains toe use they are
open in weave, do not interfere in
any way with th? functional duty of
thc (Venetian blinds, that duty being
ti' control the amount of light and
air that comes in through the win
dow-,. Heme magazines and the
women's pages in the newspaper-,
decorators and stores show more
and mere window settings in which
ithe severe lines of the blinds are
I tempered by soft, full folds of airily
' woven curtains.
The windows gain ln charm in
two ways from this prettying-up.
They lock well dressed both from
the outdoor and thc indoor vcw.
Windows, with blinds, but minus
j curtains, are very bare looking from
I the outside point of view, because
| the side draperies cannot be seen.
■ Sheer curtains take care of this
two-faced window rituation beauti
fully.—Frcm the Home Window
D.ccraUng Guild. New York.

RITE-BEST
PRINTED STATIONERY

Sty le

Style B

This ts a fine quality writing paper ln greylone or ivorytone.
Your name and address printed on sheets and envelopes with
style A or B heading

Your choice of lettering in green, brown, blue or black ink.

48 folded sheets 5x8—48 envelopes 5 I -8x4 I -8

Sometimes it s good to forget one's
education and do some honest, inde
pendent thinking.

Perfect for your own correspondence and just the thing for girts.

Seed Sown Here

THE CODRIER-GAZETTE

Falls ln

Fertile

Soil, Insuring a
Bountiful Harvest

$1.00 postpaid

ROCKLAND, MAINE
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